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Preface
The Hansa Financials and HansaWorld ranges contain a number of powerful
accounting, CRM and ERP systems for the Windows, Macintosh, Linux,
PocketPC 2002 and AIX environments.
Hansa Financials and HansaWorld are practically identical, and they are
designed to make administration and accounting as easy and fast as possible.
The main difference between the two programs (concurrent and named users)
is described in Volume 1 of these manuals.
The programs are similar in operation regardless of platform. In the specific
areas where there are significant differences, these are described and
illustrated in full. In all other cases illustrations are taken from the Windows
version.
This manual covers Hansa’s Nominal Ledger and Multi-Currency features.
Prior to reading it, you should already be familiar with Hansa’s Work Area
(its modules, registers, windows, menus and buttons) and the Customer and
Item registers. These are covered in Volume 1 of these manuals.
Text in square brackets - [OK], [Cancel] - refers to buttons on screen.

How these manuals are organised
Volume 1: Introduction
Introduction
Work Area

Installing Hansa, the basic ideas
Basic elements of Hansa: modules, registers, windows, menus,
functions, buttons
Hansa and your Business
About Hansa’s place in your business, integration between
ledgers, objects
Starting Work
Entering opening balances
Customers
Customers, customer categories and reports
Items
Products and services, pricing
System Module
Settings and parameters. System-wide usage

Volume 2: Accounting Package
Volume 2a

Sales Ledger
Purchase Ledger

Invoices, receipts, debtors
Purchase invoices, payments, creditors

Volume 2b

Nominal Ledger
Currency

The basic accounting module. Transactions and budgets
Multi-currency in all modules

Volume 3: Logistics Package
Sales Orders
Purchase Orders
Stock

Orders and deliveries. Invoices from orders
Purchase orders, goods receipts and purchase pricing
Deliveries, goods receipts and stock movements

Volume 4: General Modules
Assets
Cash Book
Consolidation
Expenses
Assets
Quotations

Asset accounting, depreciation, revaluation
Inward and outward cash transactions, receipts and payments
Multi-company reporting, subsidiaries and daughter companies
Payments to and from employees
Asset accounting, depreciation, revaluation
Sending quotations, call backs, reports

Volume 5: Specialised Modules
Contracts
Job Costing
Production
Service Orders

Periodic invoicing, contract renewals, contracts from invoices
Project management, time recording, budgets and quotations
Multi-level assemblies from components
Management of service stock, invoicing of repairs, warranties

Volume 6: Personal Registers
CRM

Mail

Contact and time management. Activities, the task manager
and the calendar: registering and reviewing appointments in
daily or monthly diary or calendar format. Contact Persons.
Customer letters and mailshots. Target time.
Internal mail, external mail (email), conferences, chat.
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Chapter 1: The Nominal Ledger Module
The Nominal Ledger module is your tool for general accounting, budgeting,
forecasting and analysis.

Settings
Introduction
The Nominal Ledger module has the following settings—

To edit a setting, ensure you are in the Nominal Ledger using the Modules
menu and click the [Settings] button in the Master Control panel or select
‘Settings’ from the File menu. The list shown above appears. Then, doubleclick the relevant item in the list.

Account Short Codes
Account Short Codes can help reduce errors when selecting Accounts and
Objects in Purchase Invoices and Expenses. You can also use them if you do
not want members of staff using Purchase Invoices and Expenses to have any
access to the Account and Object registers (which means that they will not be
able to use the ‘Paste Special’ function to choose Accounts and Objects).
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Once you have defined your Short Codes, using the ‘Paste Special’ function
from the Short Code field in a Purchase Invoice or Expense record means the
correct Account and Object will be brought in automatically.
To enter a new Account Short Code or to edit an existing one, first open the
‘Settings’ list by clicking the [Settings] button in the Master Control panel or
by selecting ‘Settings’ from the File menu. Double-click ‘Account Short
Codes’ in the list. The ‘Account Short Codes: Browse’ window is displayed,
showing all Account Short Codes previously entered. Double-click a record
in the list to edit it, or add a new record by clicking the [New] button in the
Button Bar. When the record is complete, save it by clicking the [Save]
button in the Button Bar or by clicking the close box and choosing to save
changes. To close it without saving changes, click the close box.

Code

Enter a unique Code for the Short Code. Up to five
characters can be used.

Comment

Enter a name for the Short Code, to be shown in the
‘Account Short Codes: Browse’ window and the ‘Paste
Special’ list.

A/C

Paste Special

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Specify here the Account that is to be brought into a
Purchase Invoice or Expense record whenever this Short
Code is used.
Objects

Paste Special

Object register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Specify here the Object that is to be brought into a
Purchase Invoice or Expense record whenever this Short
Code is used. Several Objects can be entered, separated
by commas.
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Account Transfer
This setting can be used in combination with the ‘Account Balance Transfer’
Maintenance function to transfer balances from one Account to another, or to
transfer the balances of a range of Accounts to a single Account. An example
use for this feature is in Portugal, where it can be necessary to amalgamate
the balances of several VAT Accounts in a single Account at the end of a
period or financial year.
This setting is used to define the sets of rules which will inform the
Maintenance function how the task is to be carried out. This means that each
set of rules can be defined once and then used many times. Once a set of rules
has been defined, the Maintenance function will use it to create a new record
in the Simulation or Transaction register containing the necessary postings.
The Account Transfer Setting
To enter a new Account Transfer record or to edit an existing one, first open
the ‘Settings’ list by clicking the [Settings] button in the Master Control
panel or by selecting ‘Settings’ from the File menu. Double-click ‘Account
Transfer’ in the list. The ‘Account Transfers: Browse’ window is displayed,
showing all Account Transfer records previously entered. Double-click a
record in the list to edit it, or add a new record by clicking the [New] button
in the Button Bar. When the record is complete, save it by clicking the [Save]
button in the Button Bar or by clicking the close box and choosing to save
changes. To close it without saving changes, click the close box.
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Code

Enter a unique Code by which the Account Transfer
record will be identified.

Create

Use these options to determine whether the ‘Account
Balance Transfer’ Maintenance function will create a
Simulation or a Transaction.
If a Simulation is created, it can be checked for accuracy
before it is converted into a Transaction using the
‘Transactions’ Operations menu function on the
‘Simulations: Browse’ window.

No. Series

You can specify that the Transaction or Simulation
created by the ‘Account Balance Transfer’ Maintenance
function will be numbered using a particular number
sequence in the Number Series - Transactions or
Number Series - Simulations settings. To do this, enter
the first number of the number sequence here. If nothing
is entered here, the first number sequence in the setting
will be used. If the number entered does not fall into a
recognised or currently valid number sequence, the
Maintenance function will not create a Simulation or a
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Transaction. This will occur most commonly when
Number Series are tied to a period such as a calendar
year and that period ends.

!
Comment

Be sure to specify a valid Number
Series, otherwise no Simulations or
Transactions will be created.
Enter a name for the Account Transfer record, to be
shown in the ‘Account Transfers: Browse’ window and
the ‘Paste Special’ list. The Comment is also transferred
to the Text field of any Simulation or Transaction
created by the ‘Account Balance Transfer’ Maintenance
function.

Use the grid to define the set of rules used when moving Account balances.
Use as many rows as necessary if you need to transfer balances from different
ranges of Accounts, although it is usually recommended that you enter
separate records in the setting for this purpose. This reduces the possibility
for future errors.
From A/C Range Paste Special
Range Reporting

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module
Alpha

Specify here the Account whose balance is to be
transferred. If you want to move balances out of a
number of Accounts, enter the first and last Account
Numbers in the range, separated by a colon (as shown in
the illustration).
To A/C

Paste Special

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Specify here the Account that is to receive the balances
from the Account(s) specified above.
In the example illustration, the Accounts in the range
from 100 to 198 will have their balances moved to
Account 199. If the original balance is a positive figure,
it will be credited to the original Account and debited to
this Account. If the original balance is negative and the
Neg. To A/C field (below) is blank, it will be debited to
the original Account and credited to this Account.
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Neg. To A/C

Paste Special

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

If necessary, you can specify here a separate Account to
be credited with balances from the Account(s) specified
in the first column if those balances are negative.
Simulation Type

Paste Special

Choices of possible entries

If the ‘Account Balance Transfer’ Maintenance function
is to create a Simulation, specify here the Status that will
be applied to each Simulation row (flip B). Please refer
to the section later in this chapter describing the
Simulation register for a description of each of the
possible entries.
The ‘Account Balance Transfer’ Maintenance function
Once a set of rules has been defined using the Account Transfer setting as
described above, the ‘Account Balance Transfer’ Maintenance function will
use it to create a new record in the Simulation or Transaction register
containing the necessary postings.
To use this function, first open the ‘Maintenance’ list by selecting
‘Maintenance’ from the File menu. Double-click ‘Account Balance Transfer’
in the list. The following dialogue box appears—

Balance Date

Paste Special

Current Date

The balances to be transferred are calculated using a
period that ends with the date entered here. This date
will also be the start date of the period the next time the
function is used for the same Accounts.
If the function has not been used before, the date of the
first Transaction will be used as the start date. This may
be too early if you have Transactions for several years in
your database. In this case, it is recommended that you
obtain the correct start date by running the function to
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create a temporary Simulation using the day before that
start date as the Balance Date. Then run the function
once again to create the required Simulation or
Transaction, this time entering the appropriate Balance
Date. Then, if necessary, delete the temporary
Simulation.
If you do not enter a date here, the function will have no
effect.
Trans Date

Paste Special

Current Date

Enter a date to be used as the Transaction Date in the
Transaction or Simulation created by the function. If you
do not enter a date, the Balance Date (above) will be
used.
Account Transfer Paste Special

Account Transfer
Nominal Ledger

setting,

Enter the Code of a record in the Account Transfer
setting. This will determine whether the function will
create a Simulation or a Transaction and will specify the
Accounts from which balances are to be transferred and
the Accounts which are to receive those balances.
Click the [Run] button in the Button Bar to run the function. When it has
finished, you will be returned to the ‘Maintenance’ list window.
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Example
The example record in the Account Transfer setting shown at the beginning
of this section can be used to create a Simulation transferring balances from
Accounts 100-198 to Account 199.
The Analytical Balance report (or the Nominal Ledger report if you want
more detail) shows the balances that will be transferred—
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When the ‘Account Balance Transfer’ function is used, this is the Simulation
that will be created—

Note the treatment of the negative balance of Account 105 compared with
that of the positive balances of Accounts 100 and 190.
When it is certain that the Simulation is correct, it can be converted into a
Transaction using the ‘Transactions’ function on the Operations menu of the
‘Simulations: Browse’ window.

Autotransactions
Autotransactions are templates for accounting, which you can use to simplify
the entering of Nominal, Sales and Purchase Ledger Transactions.
When a certain type of Transaction occurs repeatedly, you can create a
template in which you put all the recurring data once and for all, e.g. a certain
combination of Account numbers. Next time you wish to enter this type of
Transaction, you can select the automatic function instead. This will create a
ready-made Transaction, except for the data that is unique for this particular
entry. Examples might include overhead allocations and recurring journals.
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Autotransactions can thus save labour and ensure that the correct Accounts
are used every time.
Creating a new Autotransaction
Double-click ‘Autotransactions’ in the ‘Settings’ list. A list of existing
Autotransactions appears. Click [New] in the Button Bar to enter a new
record. When the Autotransaction has been entered, save it using the [Save]
button and close the window by clicking the close box. Then, close the
browse window using the close box again.

Code

This is the code that identifies this particular template.
The code can consist of up to six alphanumeric
characters. Each template must have a unique code, and
codes should be used which do not duplicate Account
numbers.
When entering Nominal Ledger Transactions, specify
this code instead of an Account to signify that this
Autotransaction is to be used.
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Name

Assign a descriptive name to the template, e.g. “Sales
VAT included”. The name is then shown in the
‘Autotransactions: Browse’ window.

Account

Paste Special

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Enter the Account numbers for the template, one per
row.
The number sign (#) can be entered to this field, to
signify that the Account number, Description and
amount are to be copied from the preceding line of the
Transaction when you use the template. # is obtained
using Alt-3 on a UK Macintosh keyboard.
The exclamation mark (!) can be entered to this field, to
signify that the previous line of the Transaction is to be
overwritten by the result of the Autotransaction. See the
following example for a detailed description of how this
works.
You can link an Autotransaction with a particular
Account number. Enter the code of the Autotransaction
in the Auto. Trans. field of the Account record (in the
System module). When the Account number is entered
in a Transaction record, the Autotransaction will be
entered on the following rows automatically.
Object

Paste Special

Object register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Here you indicate which Objects are involved in the
Transactions. (Objects and Object Types are fully
described in the ‘System Module’ chapter in Volume 1
of this manual.) You can also enter a # sign to copy
Objects from the preceding line of the Transaction.
Description

Text that describes each Transaction is entered in this
field. You can also enter a # sign to copy text from the
preceding line of the Transaction.

Debit, Credit

Paste Special

Calculation Formulae setting,
Nominal Ledger

A fixed amount can be entered here (e.g. a salary or a
rent), or a formula for a calculation. You can enter a
percentage as a number followed by a % sign (e.g. 30%).
The Autotransaction will then apply the specified
22
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percentage to the amount on the preceding line of the
Transaction. If you enter a number followed by two %
signs (e.g. 30%%), the result of the percentage
calculation will be rounded to the nearest whole number.
You can also define a more complex formula using the
Calculation Formulae setting (described below) and then
enter the Code of that formula here. The Autotransaction
will then apply the specified formula to the amount on
the preceding line of the Transaction.
If the amount or formula is entered in the Debit field, the
calculated amount will be entered in the same column as
the original amount. If it is entered in the Credit field,
the calculated amount will be entered in the opposite
column.
However, if a Calculation Formula is entered in the
Debit field, it will calculate an amount based on the
amount in the Debit field in the row above and enter the
result as a Debit. It is thus recommended that
Calculation Formulae be entered to both the Debit and
Credit fields in an Autotransaction.
You can balance all the preceding lines of the
Transaction by entering an equal sign (=) in the Debit or
Credit field.
Note that the Debit and Credit fields behave in a
different manner if you have entered a Calculation
Formula in either field. Please refer to the section below
describing the Calculation Formulae setting for full
details.
V-Cd

Paste Special

VAT Codes setting, Nominal
Ledger

Enter any VAT Code to be entered to the Transaction
row. This can be used to control the definition of reports.
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Example
The following example shows a template which distributes an amount across
four Objects on a percentage basis after an amount has been entered to the
Transaction. It might be used to allocate shares of overhead costs to four
departments.

The first row contains an exclamation mark in the Account field and a
percentage in the Debit field. The exclamation mark indicates that when the
Autotransaction is specified in a Transaction, the amount of the previous row
of the Transaction is to be overwritten by a figure determined by the
application of the Autotransaction (in this case, by a percentage of the
original figure). That figure will be on the same side (debit or credit) as the
original, as the percentage has been entered to the Debit field of the
Autotransaction. In other words, the original figure entered will be reduced
by 90%. The Object specified will be entered to the Object field of the
Transaction row and the Description will be retained.
The second line of the Autotransaction will again refer to the original figure
and calculate a percentage from it, on the same side (debit or credit) as the
original, using a new line in the Transaction. The # sign in the Account and
Description fields signifies that the Account and Description originally
24
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specified are to be used in the new line, which will contain “DEPT2” in its
Object field. The third and fourth lines of the Autotransaction will have a
similar effect, creating new lines in the Transaction with different Objects
and percentages to the original figure.
The fifth line calculates VAT from the original figure at the standard rate of
17.5% and places it in a new row in the Transaction, posting to the VAT
Inputs Receivable Account on the same side (debit or credit) as the original
figure.
The final line of the Autotransaction contains an Account number and an
equal sign (=) in the Credit field. This signifies that the sum of the previous
lines of the Transaction is to be posted to that Account. The posting will be
on the opposite side (debit or credit) to the original figure, since the equal
sign is in the Credit field.
When a Transaction is entered, begin by entering the Account code for the
relevant expense category, and the amount excluding VAT. On the second
row, enter the code of the Autotransaction in the Account field.
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Press Return. The Autotransaction is entered by Hansa, and the amounts are
recalculated as follows—

The example Autotransaction is designed to be used from the Nominal
Ledger and is therefore double-sided to produce a balancing Transaction.
It may be that many overhead costs will be entered from the Suppliers’
Purchase Invoices in the Purchase Ledger. Autotransaction Codes can be
entered to the Account field of a Purchase Invoice row in the same way as
illustrated above for Transactions, so in our example Purchase Invoices can
also be distributed across departments. However, the Autotransaction used in
this situation should be single-sided: it should not have the final balancing
line posting to the Bank Account. When the Purchase Invoice is posted to the
Nominal Ledger, a balancing posting to a Creditor Account will be made
automatically as normal. Payment will reach the Bank Account when the
Purchase Invoice is paid. In addition, any Autotransaction used in the
Purchase Ledger will not need to calculate VAT because that will be handled
by the VAT Code.
Single-sided Autotransactions can also be entered to the Account field of a
Sales Invoice row.
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Creating a new Autotransaction from an existing one
1.

Double-click ‘Autotransactions’ in the ‘Settings’ list.
The ‘Autotransactions: Browse’ window opens, listing existing records.

2.

Click the Autotransaction you want to copy, and click [Duplicate] in the
Button Bar. Alternatively, double-click the existing Autotransaction and,
when it opens, click [Duplicate]. A copy of the selected Autotransaction
is shown in the window. The title bar reads “Autotransactions: New”,
indicating that a new record has been created but not yet saved.

3.

Edit the Autotransaction in the usual way, and enter the missing
information. The new Autotransaction must be given a new, unique
Code.

4.

Save the record using the [Save] button or click [Cancel] to discard the
record. Close the window by clicking the close box.

Changing an Autotransaction
1.

Double-click ‘Autotransactions’ in the ‘Settings’ list.
The ‘Autotransactions: Browse’ window opens, containing a list of the
Autotransactions you have defined.

2.

Find the Autotransaction you need to change. If necessary, click in the
Search field at the bottom of the window, enter the Code of the
Autotransaction you want to find and press Return.

3.

Double-click the row or press the Enter key.
The Autotransaction is opened in a window with the title
‘Autotransactions: Inspect’.

4.

Edit the Autotransaction in the usual way, and enter the missing
information.

5.

Confirm by clicking the [Save] button or discard the changes using the
[Cancel] button. Close the window by clicking the close box.
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Deleting an Autotransaction
1.

Double-click ‘Autotransactions’ in the ‘Settings’ list.
The ‘Autotransactions: Browse’ window opens.

2.

Find the Autotransaction you are interested in, using the Search field at
the bottom of the window as described above if necessary.

3.

Double-click the row or press the Enter key. The Autotransaction is
opened in a window with the title ‘Autotransactions: Inspect’.

4.

Select ‘Delete’ from the Records menu. The Autotransaction is
permanently deleted. The previous Autotransaction in the list is shown.

5.

Click the close box.

!

You cannot undo the deletion of an
Autotransaction.

Budget Keys
Budget Keys are one of the tools available in Hansa to help in the calculation
of budgets. Budget Keys allow a formula to be applied to a yearly budget
total in order to divide it into monthly figures.
For example, suppose that for particular Accounts each month of the year is
budgeted to have the same balance, except June, July and August, which are
to have balances half the size of the other months. Enter a Budget Key value
of 1 for each of the three summer months, and 2 for the other months. The
sum will be 21, which then corresponds to the annual balance.
When the sum of the Budget Keys is 100, each month will have a certain
percentage of the annual figure. You can use percentage values as Budget
Keys, but you don’t have to. And remember that in case you start entering
percentage values that add up to 100, changing a value will also change the
sum away from 100.
Budget Key records should be defined in such a way as to co-ordinate with
your budgeting methods. For example, if you start with an annual budget
figure and break it down into quarterly totals, your Budget Keys should
feature four lines, one for each quarter. If you work to monthly totals, each
Budget Key should have twelve lines, and so on.
See the description of the Budget register later in this chapter to see how
Budget Keys are used to help calculate budgets.
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To enter Budget Keys, double-click ‘Budget Keys’ in the ‘Settings’ list.
Then, open the ‘Budget Key: New’ window by clicking the [New] button.
When the Budget Key record has been entered, save it using the [Save]
button and close the window by clicking the close box. Then, close the
browse window using the close box again.

Code

This is a code that identifies the Budget Key, when used
for budgeting. Only uppercase letters and numbers are
allowed.

Name

Give the key a descriptive name, e.g. “SALES.” The
name is shown in the “Budget Keys: Browse” window.
Ideally, the Name should include a reference to the
number of periods (i.e. the number of rows used in the
grid, usually 12 for monthly periods or four for quarterly
periods). This will help you when entering Budget
records because these should have the same number of
periods as the Budget Keys they use.

Sum

Hansa will fill in this field automatically with the sum of
the monthly or quarterly key values.

Value

Enter the monthly or quarterly key values.
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Calculation Formulae
This setting is used to define formulae which can then be used by
Autotransactions.
Entering a Calculation Formula
Double-click ‘Calculation Formulae’ in the ‘Settings’ list. A list of existing
Calculation Formulae appears. Click [New] in the Button Bar to enter a new
record, or [Duplicate] to create a new record that is based on an existing one.
When the Formula has been entered, save it using the [Save] button and close
the window by clicking the close box. Then, close the browse window using
the close box again.

To enter a Calculation Formula, follow these steps—
1.

Enter a Code by which the Formula can be identified. This can consist of
up to 12 alphanumeric characters. Each Formula must have a unique
code, and codes should be used which themselves cannot be mistaken for
formulae. For example, do not use a code of a number followed by a %
sign such as “10%” or “+10%”.

2.

Assign a descriptive name to the Formula which will then be shown in
the ‘Calculation Formulae: Browse’ window.

3.

Use the grid area to draw up the Formula. This can use any combination
of percentages (entered in the % column) and fixed values (entered in the
Amount column).
The example in the illustration above takes an amount and calculates
from it a figure based on a graduated percentage scale, in a similar
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manner to income tax calculations. It functions by adding the following
figures together—
1% of the first 99.99 of any amount
5% of the next 99.99
10% of the next 299.99
20% of any remaining amount.
For example, applying the formula to the figure 5,000 produces 936.00
(1% from the first 99.99 = 1, 5% from the range 100-199.99 = 5.00, 10%
from the range 200-499.99 = 30.00 and 20% on the rest = 900.00).
It is recommended that the number ranges of the different rows of the
Formula (the From and To columns) are defined to two decimal places or
are almost made to overlap. For example, ranges of 0-99.99 and 100199.99 (or even 0-100 and 100-200) will produce a more accurate result
than 0-100 and 101-200.
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Using a Calculation Formula in an Autotransaction
A Calculation Formula should be attached to the Debit or Credit fields of an
Autotransaction as follows. If it is attached to the Debit field of the
Autotransaction, the Formula will be applied to the value entered in the
previous row of the Transaction and the result placed in the Debit field of the
Transaction. If it is entered in the Credit field of the Autotransaction, the
result will be placed in the Credit field of the transaction.
In the illustration below, the code of the example Formula shown above has
been entered to the Debit field of an Autotransaction—
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Calculation Formulae in use
When a Transaction is entered, begin by entering the Account code for the
relevant expense category, and the amount. On the second row, enter the code
of the Autotransaction in the Account field.
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Press Return. The Autotransaction is entered by Hansa, and the amounts are
recalculated as follows—

Number Series - Simulations
Define Number Series for Simulation transactions - see the next section for
details of how to use this setting.

Number Series - Transactions
Each record in the Transaction register has its own unique identifying
number, based on a sequential series. When entering a new Transaction, the
next number in the series is used. If required, you can have a number of such
sequences running concurrently, perhaps representing different years or
different departments.
Use this setting to define these sequences, or Number Series. The different
series should not overlap. In contrast to other registers, at least one Number
Series must be defined for the Transaction register before any records can be
entered.
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Once defined, Number Series can be allocated to individual users using the
Person register in the System module (‘Ser Nos’ card). In the Trans No field
on that screen, enter the first number of the appropriate sequence for each
user. If a particular user is not given a specific sequence, the first Number
Series in the list will be used. For a particular Transaction, any user can
change to any other Number Series using ‘Paste Special’.
On double-clicking ‘Number Series - Transactions’ in the ‘Settings’ list, the
following window appears—

Enter each new Number Series on the first blank line and, when finished,
click the [Save] button in the Button Bar to save the changes. To close the
window without saving changes, click the close box.

N/L Accruals
In normal circumstances the full value of each Invoice row is posted to a
Sales or Purchase Account when the Nominal Ledger Transaction is
generated. However, this might not be appropriate if the Invoice is for a
service or contract that is spread over time. In this case, it might be
appropriate for the Invoice row value to be posted to the Sales or Purchase
Account gradually over the period of the service or contract, especially if that
period crosses over into a new fiscal year.
For example, you receive an Invoice for a service contract for one year to the
value of 120. You do not want the Purchase Account to be debited with the
120 at once: instead it is to be debited with 10 per month over the year (the
contract period). When entering such an Invoice, enter the Code of an N/L
Accrual record on flip C (flip B in the case of a Sales Invoice). Records in the
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N/L Accrual setting are used to define the rules governing the accrual
process. When the Invoice is approved, the resulting Nominal Ledger
Transaction will post its value to the Accrual Account specified in the N/L
Accrual record, not to the Purchase Account. A record is also created in the
Simulation register containing the appropriate number of sets of balancing
postings (twelve in the example, one per month), each crediting the Accrual
Account and debiting the Purchase Account with one twelfth of the total
amount (10 in the example). One Nominal Ledger Transaction per month is
then created from these balancing postings using the ‘Generate N/L Accrual
Transactions’ Maintenance function (described later in this section). This
process transfers the value of the Invoice row from the Accrual Account to
the Purchase Account at the rate of 10 per month.
The N/L Accruals setting
To enter a new N/L Accrual record or to edit an existing one, first open the
‘Settings’ list by clicking the [Settings] button in the Master Control panel or
by selecting ‘Settings’ from the File menu. Double-click ‘N/L Accruals’ in
the list. The ‘N/L Accruals: Browse’ window is displayed, showing all N/L
Accrual records previously entered. Double-click a record in the list to edit it,
or add a new record by clicking the [New] button in the Button Bar. When
the record is complete, save it by clicking the [Save] button in the Button Bar
or by clicking the close box and choosing to save changes. To close it without
saving changes, click the close box.
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Code

Enter a unique Code by which the N/L Accrual record
will be identified. The Code should be one that has not
already been used for an Autotransaction.

Description

Enter a name for the N/L Accrual record, to be shown in
the ‘N/L Accruals: Browse’ window and the ‘Paste
Special’ list.

Prel. Account

Paste Special

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Specify here an Accrual Account, which will usually be
a Balance Sheet Account.
When this N/L Accrual record is used in a Sales Invoice
row, this Account will be credited with the value of the
Invoice row (excluding VAT). Use of the ‘Generate N/L
Accrual Transactions’ Maintenance function will then
gradually move the value out of this Account into the
Sales Account.
When this N/L Accrual record is used in a Purchase
Invoice row, this Account will be debited with the value
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of the Invoice row (excluding VAT). Again, use of the
‘Generate N/L Accrual Transactions’ Maintenance
function will then gradually move the value out of this
Account into the Purchase Account.
Use the grid to define the formula used when creating the record in the
Simulation register. Shown below is a sample Simulation, created from a
Purchase Invoice using the N/L Accrual record illustrated above. Each row in
the N/L Accrual record creates two rows in the Simulation (in this example
debiting the Purchase Account and crediting the Accrual Account).

Months, Days

These two columns are used to calculate the Transaction
Date of each balancing set of debit and credit postings in
the Simulation. This will become the Date of the
Nominal Ledger Transaction when one is created from
the pair of postings using the ‘Generate N/L Accrual
Transactions’ Maintenance function.
If a Transaction Date is to be a certain number of months
after the Invoice Date, specify that number of months in
the Months column. The day in the month will be the
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same as that of the Invoice Date. If you enter “0”, the
Transaction Date will be the same as the Invoice Date.
If each Transaction Date is to be a certain number of
days after the Invoice Date, specify that number of days
in the Days column.
If values are entered in both the Months and Days fields,
the Transaction Date will be calculated using both (i.e.
Invoice Date + Months + Days).
Calculation

Specify here the percentage of the Invoice value that is
to be the value of the corresponding set of debit and
credit postings in the Simulation.
On the final row of the grid, = can be entered to signify
that the value of the corresponding set of postings in the
Simulation is to be the remaining Invoice amount. This
ensures that nothing is lost when reducing the percentage
to two decimal places.

VAT

If you enter a VAT Code here, it will be copied to the
corresponding set of debit and credit postings in the
Simulation (and, from there, to the Transaction). It will
not affect the calculation, but will be used for reporting
(e.g. VAT Return).
If you leave this field empty, the VAT Code will be
taken from the Invoice or Purchase Invoice row.
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The ‘Generate N/L Accrual Transactions’ Maintenance function
Once a month, the ‘Generate N/L Accrual Transactions’ Maintenance
function can be used to create Transactions from any pair of balancing debit
and credit postings in Accrual Simulations whose Transaction Date has
passed. This will allow the Invoice amounts to be moved gradually from the
Accrual Account to the Sales or Purchase Account as appropriate.
To use this function, first open the ‘Maintenance’ list by selecting
‘Maintenance’ from the File menu. Double-click ‘Generate N/L Accrual
Transactions’ in the list. The following dialogue box appears—

Simulation Period Paste Special

Reporting Periods setting,
System module

Enter a report period: all records in the Simulation
register whose Transaction Date (shown in the header)
falls within this period will be considered by the
function.
Simulations

Range Reporting

Numeric

Use this field to ensure the function refers to a particular
record in the Simulation register (or range of
Simulations).
N/L Accruals Until
Paste Special

Current Date

Enter a date: all rows in the selected Simulations whose
Transaction Date is earlier than this date will be
converted into Transactions, providing their Status (flip
B) is “Active”. The Transaction Date in the Simulation
header will be used if there are any Simulation rows that
do not have their own Transaction Date.
If no date is entered to this field, Transactions will be
created for all rows in the selected Simulations, again
providing their Status is “Active”.
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Click the [Run] button in the Button Bar to run the function. It may take a
few moments, depending on the number of Transactions to be created. When
it has finished, you will be returned to the ‘Maintenance’ list window.
An example Transaction is illustrated below. This was created from the
Simulation illustrated earlier in this section.
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When a Transaction is created from each pair of postings, the Status of these
postings (shown on flip B of the Simulation) is changed from “Active” to
“Transferred”, preventing the creation of another Transaction the next time
the function is used.

Note that this function should be used with care as it is more powerful than
its name suggests: it will create Transactions from all Simulations in the
selection, not just those representing Accruals. Therefore, it can be used as a
general function to create Transactions from Simulations. Take care to enter a
date in the N/L Accruals Until field in the dialogue box: otherwise
Transactions will be created for all rows for all Simulations in the selection.
If you would like to see the details of the Transactions before they are
created, produce an N/L Accrual Transactions report before using this
function.
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Object Type Control
This setting allows you to make sure that you will always choose an Object
belonging to a certain Object Type when entering a Transaction using
specified Accounts. This feature serves as a handy reminder always to use
Objects. It does not prevent the use of Objects not in the specified Object
Type.

!

This setting is valid in the Sales and
Purchase Ledgers as well as in the
Nominal Ledger.

Enter and edit the fields in the usual way. (Don’t forget the ‘Paste Special’
feature!)
Type

Paste Special

Object Types setting, Nominal
Ledger

Enter the Object Type whose members you want to be
required whenever a particular Account is used.
Accounts

Paste Special

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Enter the Accounts for which the use of particular
Objects is required. A range of Account numbers is
entered by separating the first and the last number in the
range with a colon. Single Account numbers are
separated by commas (e.g. 1000:2000, 3011, 3013,
3200:3499.)
Click [Save] when you are done. Click the [Cancel] button if you wish to
close the setting without saving any changes.
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If you forget to enter an Object belonging to the required Object Type, the
following alert will be shown when you try to save the Transaction or
Invoice—

Click [OK] to close the message, and then enter an Object belonging to the
requested Object Type.
Assisted Object Entry
If you are using Object Type Control, the Assisted Object Entry feature will
help you choose the correct Objects when entering Transactions and
Simulations, as follows—
1.

In a Transaction or Simulation, use an Account that has been quoted at
least once in the Object Type Control setting. In the example Object
Type Control setting illustrated earlier in this section, this means any
Account between 100 and 299.

2.

From the Object field, activate the ‘Paste Special’ feature using CtrlEnter or z-Enter as usual. Instead of the usual ‘Paste Special’ list, the
‘Assisted Object Entry’ window opens.

In this example, Account 200 has been used in a Transaction. The
illustration of the Object Type Control setting earlier in this section
shows that Account 200 requires Objects belonging to four different
Object Types. As a result, the ‘Assisted Object Entry’ window has four
fields, one for each required Object Type.
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3.

Using ‘Paste Special’ in the usual way, enter an Object belonging to each
Type in the appropriate field. Use the Extras field if you want to add
another Object belonging to a fifth Type.

4.

Close the ‘Assisted Object Entry’ window by pressing the Shift-Enter
key combination. The Objects will all be pasted into the Transaction—
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Object Types
This setting is used to define the different Object categories you are going to
use in the accounting. Objects are discussed in greater detail in the Objects
section of the ‘System Module’ chapter in Volume 1: Object Types are a
means by which Objects of a similar nature can be grouped together.
When entering a Nominal Ledger Transaction, only one Object of a particular
Object Type can be used in a Transaction row. Also, only one Object of a
particular Object Type can be specified in a Sub System record (e.g. an
Invoice). If there is an attempt to use more than one Object of the same
Object Type, the following warning appears—

Creating an Object Type
Double-click ‘Object Types’ in the ‘Settings’ list. A list of existing Object
Types appears. Click [New] in the Button Bar to enter a new record.

Enter the text. The code field will show only uppercase letters. (Lower-case
letters are automatically converted to uppercase.) You can move between
fields with the arrow keys or with Enter. Use a name that identifies the Object
Type as clearly as possible.
If a series of characters is specified in the Start String field, the Object Codes
of all Objects belonging to this Type will have to begin with those characters.
The Length is used to satisfy certain reporting requirements in Estonia.
Confirm the entry by clicking [Save], or, if modifying an existing record,
restore the old data by closing the window or by clicking [Cancel]. Close the
window with the close box.
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Deleting an Object Type
1.

Double-click ‘Object Types’ in the ‘Settings’ list.
The ‘Object Types: Browse’ window opens.

2.

Find the Object Type you are interested in, using the Search field at the
bottom of the window if necessary.

3.

Press the Enter key (or double-click the line).
The Object Type is shown in a window with the title ‘Object Types:
Inspect’.

4.

Select ‘Delete’ from the Records menu. The Object Type is removed
permanently. The window changes to show the previous Object Type in
the list.

5.

Close the window with the close box. The list of Object Types is shown
again.

!

You cannot undo a deletion of an
Object Type.

Presentation of Balances
Internally, Hansa interprets a Credit entry as a value that is subtracted from
an account balance, while a Debit entry is added. Assets and costs are
therefore stored as positive values, while liabilities, equity and incomes are
negative.
These internal calculation and storage methods are often impractical when it
comes to displaying balances in reports on the screen or on paper. Therefore,
Hansa has a default setting for displaying balances, whereby some values are
inverted, e.g. liabilities and equity are shown as positive values. There are,
however, many different accounting conventions in this world, and you are
therefore given the option to change the default settings. You may have your
own standard, or you may wish to exchange data with other accounting
systems using conventions other than Hansa’s default method.
It is not unusual for the board, the bank, auditors, and tax authorities to
request different presentations of the company’s figures. With Hansa’s
flexible method for presentation, you can solve this easily by changing the
settings of Presentation of Balances. This can be done any time, e.g. between
printing two reports of the same kind.
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Open the ‘Presentation of Balances’ window by double-clicking
‘Presentation of Balances’ in the ‘Settings’ list.

As you can see, the window contains a set of check boxes. The five rows
indicate different classes of accounts, and the three columns contain the
different circumstances where the numbers are to be presented.
A checked box indicates that the field will be presented with the sign
opposite to the internal representation. An empty box means that Hansa’s
internal sign will be used. Internally, Hansa regards all debits as positive
numbers, and all credits as negative numbers.
The default setting is that values for Assets, Liabilities and Equity follow the
internal values, while Revenues and Costs are presented with the opposite
sign.
Check the boxes in the window to select your settings.
Confirm your changes by clicking [Save] or revert to the previously saved
setting by clicking [Cancel].

Rate Gain/Loss
Please refer to the ‘Multi-Currency’ chapter for full details of this setting.

Report Settings
The appearance and format of some Nominal Ledger reports can be changed
to suit your specific requirements. This is known as changing the report’s
definition. The reports for which this facility is available are the Balance
Sheet, Key Financial Ratios, Profit & Loss Report and VAT Report.
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To change a report definition, first select ‘Settings’ from the File menu and
double-click ‘Report Settings’ in the subsequent list. Then, highlight a report
name in the list on the left-hand side of the ‘Report Settings’ window and
click the [Definition] button. The subsequent definitions window is described
in the section covering the particular report later in this chapter.

The [Definition] button can only be used with the four reports named above.
The remaining three buttons can be used with all reports, in all modules. If
you change to another module using the Modules menu in the usual way, the
list of reports on the left-hand side of the ‘Report Settings’ window will
change appropriately. Highlight a report in the list and then click a button, as
described below.
When you have finished working with the ‘Report Settings’ window, close it
by clicking the close box.
Select Printer

If you are using a Macintosh, the [Select Printer] button
can be used to re-direct the output from the highlighted
report to the modem port, where you can connect a serial
(PC) printer (e.g. a dot matrix printer for printing on preprinted stock of pin-feed paper).

Page Setup, Remove Page Setup
The [Page Setup] button allows you to set the page size,
number of copies and other printer options for the
highlighted report. These settings will be used whenever
the report is printed. Windows users can also use this
function to choose the printer on which the report is to
be printed. Click the [Remove Page Setup] button to
revert to standard.
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Sub Systems
The integration between Hansa's different modules means that Nominal
Ledger Transactions can be generated automatically from other ledgers and
modules (‘Sub Systems’). For example, approving an Invoice in the Sales
Ledger can cause the automatic generation of a Nominal Ledger Transaction
debiting a Debtor Account and crediting a Sales Account and, if appropriate,
a VAT Account.
This setting controls when such automatic generation of Transactions is to be
activated, and from which sub systems. Double-click ‘Sub Systems’ in the
‘Settings’ list to open the following window—

Check boxes containing a tick represent those Sub Systems from which
Nominal Ledger Transactions will be generated. Use the date field to indicate
the date from which Transactions are to be generated. Further Sub Systems
are shown on cards 2 and 3.
Once you have specified that a particular Sub System is to generate Nominal
Ledger Transactions, you can make an exception for Sub System records that
fall within a particular number sequence. For example, if it is the general case
that Invoices will generate Nominal Ledger Transactions when they are
approved, you can choose to not have Transactions created for Invoices
whose Number falls within a particular range. This is done using the
appropriate Number Series setting for the Sub System in question (Number
Series - Invoices) in the example. Please refer to the section describing the
appropriate Number Series setting for details.
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This function is particularly useful at the transfer to Hansa from another
accounting system, when it is necessary to enter opening balances to Hansa.
If an overall opening balance has been entered to the Debtor Account for
example, any Invoices transferred from the old system and entered as Sales
Ledger opening balances should not generate Transactions posting to that
Account as well.
It is therefore recommended that the check boxes be switched on according to
your requirements, and for each a date entered which is later than the
Transaction Date used for all your opening balance transactions. This will
ensure that these will not be posted to the Nominal Ledger, and that there is
no danger of forgetting to switch the check boxes on when new transactions
are entered.
If you do not wish to use the feature whereby Nominal Ledger Transactions
are generated automatically, or if you forget to turn it on, there is a Nominal
Ledger report, N/L Transfer Sub Systems, which can be used to print a list of
all Sub System transactions. This can be used as a basis for the manual entry
of equivalent Nominal Ledger Transactions. This report is described later in
this chapter. There is also a Maintenance function in the System module,
‘Create N/L Transactions’ which can be used to create such Nominal Ledger
Transactions in batches.

Tax Reports
You can use this setting together with the Tax Calculations report and the
Tax Report document to design and produce custom reports. The basic steps
in this process are—
1.

Use the Tax Reports setting to define the calculation formulae that are to
be used in your report.

2.

Use the Tax Calculations report to test your formulae and to check the
results.

3.

Use the Form register in the System module to design a Form to be used
by the Tax Report document.

4.

Use the Tax Report document to print a report for sending to the tax
authorities.

These steps are now described in detail.
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The Tax Reports Setting
This setting is used to define the tax calculation formulae that will make up
your custom reports. Each record in this setting contains a complete report
definition.
To enter a new Tax Report definition or to edit an existing one, first open the
‘Settings’ list by clicking the [Settings] button in the Master Control panel or
by selecting ‘Settings’ from the File menu. Double-click ‘Tax Reports’ in the
list. The ‘Tax Reports: Browse’ window is displayed, showing all Tax Report
definitions previously entered. Double-click a record in the list to edit it, or
add a new record by clicking the [New] button in the Button Bar. When the
record is complete, save it by clicking the [Save] button in the Button Bar or
by clicking the close box and choosing to save changes. To close it without
saving changes, click the close box.
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The unique code identifying this Tax Report record (i.e.
this set of report definitions).

Name

Enter a name for the Tax Report record as it will be
shown in the ‘Tax Records: Browse’ window and the
‘Paste Special’ list
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Enter the report definitions (formulae) in the grid. Do not include any spaces
in the formulae.
Code

A unique Code identifying each row.
This Code can be used to refer to the row in other
formulae, when it must be preceded by the # character
(#SALES and #TAXPERC in row 3 of the illustration
are examples, referring to rows 1 and 2 respectively). #
is alt-3 on the UK Macintosh keyboard.

Formula

The formula used to calculate the value of this row.

Comment

The name of this row of the report, to be shown in the
Tax Calculations report.

Several commands are available for use in the Formula field. They are not
case sensitive.
TO(Account Code,Date 1,Date 2,Type)
This command returns the net change between Date 1
and Date 2 for the specified Account.
Use the Type parameter as follows—
C

returns the net change resulting from credit
postings to the specified Account

D

returns the net change resulting from debit
postings to the specified Account

A

returns the overall net change (Debit - Credit)
Some examples of the use of this command are as
follows—

TO(100,01/01/2002,31/12/2002,C)
Returns the sum of the credit postings to Account
100 for the year 2002.
TO(100:1999,01/01/2002,31/12/2002,A)
Returns the sum of the net changes in Accounts
100 to 1999 for the year 2002. The Accounts used
are determined using an alpha sort, rather than a
numeric one. Thus Account 1000001 will be
included in the example range, while Account
200 will not.
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-TO(100:1999,01/01/2002,31/12/2002,A)
As the previous example, but the sign of the final
figure is changed. This is useful when displaying
figures for sales, which are stored as negative
figures in Hansa. Prefixing the TO command with
a minus sign will cause sales to be displayed as
positive figures in the report.
OTO(Object Code,Account Code,Date 1,Date 2,Type)
This command is similar to TO, but in calculating the
net change during the period for the specified Account,
only postings with the specified Object Code are taken
into account.
The reference to the Object Code is case sensitive. For
example—
OTO(A,100,01/01/2002,31/12/2002,C)
Returns the sum of the credit postings with
Object A to Account 100 for the year 2002.
Credit postings with Object a will not be
included.
TO2(Account Code 1,Account Code 2,Date 1,Date 2)
This command returns the net change between two
Accounts (i.e. between two corresponding Accounts)
between Date 1 and Date 2. For example—
TO2(750,100,01/01/2002,31/12/2002)
Returns the sum of the postings during the year
2002 where Account 750 is the debit Account and
100 is the corresponding credit Account.
TO2(750,100:1999,01/01/2002,31/12/2002)
Returns the sum of the postings during the year
2002 where Account 750 is the debit Account and
any Account between 100 and 1999 is the
corresponding credit Account.
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OTO2(Object Code,Account Code 1,Account Code 2,Date 1,Date 2)
This command is similar to TO2, but in calculating the
net change between the corresponding Accounts, only
double-sided postings where the specified Object Code
is used on both sides are taken into account.
The reference to the Object Code is case sensitive.
BAL(Account Code,Date,Type)
This command returns the balance for the specified
Account on the specified Date. It therefore differs from
the TO command in that balances brought forward from
previous periods are taken into account.
The command can return the sum of the balances of a
range of Accounts in the same manner as the TO
command: please refer to the description of the TO
command above for examples.
OBAL(Object Code,Account Code,Date,Type)
This command is similar to BAL, but in calculating the
balance for the specified Account on the specified date,
only postings with the specified Object Code are taken
into account.
ABS(expression) This command returns the absolute (positive) value of the
expression. The expression can be a hard-coded number
or a formula using one of the Tax Report commands. For
example—
ABS(-1)

Returns 1

ABS(1)

Returns 1

ABS(TO(100:1999,01/01/2002,31/12/2002,A))
Returns the sum of the net changes in the income
Accounts 100 to 1999 for the year 2002,
expressed as a positive figure. Balances for
income Accounts are stored as negative figures in
Hansa.
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SIGN(expression) This command returns the following—
1

if the value of the expression is positive

-1

if the value of the expression is negative

0

the value of the expression is zero
The expression can be a hard-coded number or a formula
using one of the Tax Report commands. For example—

SIGN(TO(100:1999,01/01/2002,31/12/2002,A))
Returns -1 since the balances of income Accounts
are negative
SIGN(ABS(TO(100:1999,01/01/2002,31/12/2002,A)))
Returns 1, since the ABS command expresses the
balances of income Accounts as positive figures
ROUND(expression,number of decimal places)
This command returns the value of the expression
rounded to the specified number of decimal places. The
expression can be a hard-coded number or a formula
using one of the Tax Report commands. For example—
ROUND(1234.24,0)
Returns 1234
ROUND(1234.24,1)
Returns 1234.2
ROUND(1234.24,-2)
Returns 1200
ROUND(TO(100:1999,01/01/2002,31/12/2002,A),2)
Returns the sum of the net changes in the income
Accounts 100 to 1999 for the year 2002, rounded
to two decimal places.
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IF(expression, return 1, return 2)
following—

This

command

returns

the

return 1

if the value of the expression is positive or zero

return 2

if the value of the expression is negative
The expression, return 1 and return 2 can all be hardcoded numbers or formulae using one of the Tax Report
commands. For example—

IF(BAL(100,31/12/2002,A),1,-1)
Returns 1 if BAL(100,31/12/2002,A) is positive
or -1 if it is negative
Dates

Where a date is to be included in a formula, it can be
hard-coded as in the examples above, or you can use one
of the following variables—
#D1

The first date of the report period, as entered in
the report or document specification window

#D2

The last date of the report period, as entered in
the report or document specification window

#D3

The Previous Date, as entered in the report or
document specification window
It is recommended that you use these variables, to ensure
that your formulae can be used at any time without
modification.
For example, to print the closing balance for Account
100 for the report period 1/1/2002:31/12/2002, you
could hard-code the date in the formula as follows—
BAL(100,01/12/2002,A)
Alternatively, you could take the date from the report
period, as follows—
BAL(100,#D2,A)

Unexpected Results
If a Tax Report record produces unexpected results and
you are certain that the formulae are correct, the
probable cause is that you are using the comma as the
Decimal or Date Separator in the Date and Numeric
Formats setting in the System module. As shown above,
the comma is also used to separate the parameters in the
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formula commands. If you wish to continue using the
comma as the Decimal or Date Separator, please refer to
your local Hansa representative for a solution.
The Tax Calculations Report
The Tax Calculations report can be used to test your formulae and to check
the results. As you add or change formulae in a record in the Tax Report
setting, you can recalculate this report to see the consequences of the changes
immediately.
On double-clicking ‘Tax Calculations’ in the ‘Reports’ list in the Nominal
Ledger, the ‘Specify Tax Calculations’ window opens—

Period

Paste Special

Reporting Periods setting,
System module

Specify the period to be covered by the report.
To refer to the first date of this period in your formulae,
use the expression #D1.
To refer to the last date of this period in your formulae,
use the expression #D2.
Previous Date

Paste Special

Current Date

Enter any comparison date, as required by the formulae
in your record in the Tax Report setting. To refer to this
date of this period in your formulae, use the expression
#D3.
Report

Paste Special

Tax Reports setting, Nominal
Ledger

Specify the record in the Tax Report setting that contains
the formulae that you wish to test.
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Display Values in Paste Special

Currency register, System
module

Specify the Currency that is to be used in the report.
Leave the field empty to use the home Currency (Base
Currency 1).
When the specification window is complete, click the [Save] button in the
Button Bar. The resulting report contains a separate line for each row in the
record in the Tax Reports setting—

The calculated result of the formula is shown in the second column, while the
formula itself is shown in the fourth column.
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Designing a Form to be used with the Tax Report Document
The Tax Report document prints the results of your formulae, using the
correct formatting. Design the Form used by this document in the usual way
(as described in the ‘System Module’ chapter in Volume 1 of these manuals)
with these exceptions—
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1.

When creating a new Form, select ‘Properties’ from the Operations
menu. Enter an appropriate Code and Comment (name), but leave the
Document Type blank—

2.

A particular Form should be linked to a single record in the Tax Reports
setting. This link will be established using the ‘Define Document’
function, described in the next section. Each field in the Form will relate
to a particular row in the Tax Report record. When adding fields to the
Form, leave the Fieldname blank. Instead, enter the Code of the row in
the Tax Report record as the Field Argument—
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3.

Since a particular Form is linked to a single record in the Tax Reports
setting, you should design a new Form for each record in that setting.

When the design of the Form is complete, click the [Save] button in the
Button Bar to save it. Then, change to the Nominal Ledger and open the
‘Documents’ window using the ‘Documents’ item on the File menu or by
clicking the [Documents] button in the Master Control panel. Highlight ‘Tax
Report’ in the list and select ‘Define Document’ from the Operations menu.

Use this window to link a record in the Tax Reports setting to a Form. Enter
the Code of a Tax Report record in the first column, and its associated Form
in the second. You can use ‘Paste Special’ in both cases if necessary. As you
create further Tax Report records and design the Forms to go with them, list
them in the document definition window—

Click [Save] to save the Tax Report document definition.
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The Tax Report Document
When the time comes to print the Tax Report document, this can be done in
the usual way, by double-clicking ‘Tax Report’ in the ‘Documents’ list
window. The ‘Specify Tax Report’ window appears—

This window should be used in the same way as the ‘Specify Tax
Calculations’ window described above. Specify the Tax Report record to be
printed in the Report field: the correct Form for that Tax Report record will
be printed, providing you have completed the document definition window as
described above. Click the [Run] button in the Button Bar to print the
document. If you have checked the Preview box, it will be printed to
screen—

Transaction Settings
This setting contains some miscellaneous options controlling the behaviour of
various aspects of the Transaction screen.
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Warn on Unusual Amount
When defining Accounts using the Account register
(available in the Nominal Ledger and in the System
module), it should be specified whether each Account
will normally be used on the credit side of a transaction,
the debit side or both. In the case of Accounts which are
normally used on one side only (for example, debit), a
warning can be made to appear if an attempt is made, in
the example, to credit the Account when entering a
Transaction. The warning will not prevent the posting
from taking place. If you would like this warning to
appear, switch this option on.
Warn on Overwrite of Autotransaction
Check this box if you want Hansa to issue a warning if
you try to alter anything, for example an Account
number, when you use an Autotransaction.
Use Preliminary Transactions
This option allows Nominal Ledger Transactions to
remain fully editable even after they have been saved. If
this feature is being used, its scope can be restricted
using the Not Prel TR field in the Locking setting in the
System module. If a date has been specified in this field,
only Transactions whose Transaction Date is later than
this date will be modifiable (i.e. they will be
‘Preliminary’ Transactions); Transactions whose
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Transaction Date is on or before that date will not be
modifiable (i.e. they will be of ‘actual’ status).
When you print reports for a month which is not locked,
the report heading will state that the report contains
Preliminary Transactions.
Months must be locked chronologically. It is not
possible to close transactions for June while May is still
open. (When a month is locked for Preliminary
Transactions it is, however, still open for normal
Transaction entry.)
Check Corresponding A/C Rules
Hansa contains a feature whereby the Accounts used on
each side (debit/credit) of a Transaction can be subject to
certain rules (corresponding rules). Switch this option on
if you would like Hansa to prevent the entry of
Transactions that do not comply with these rules.
The corresponding rules are a means of ensuring that
Transactions are entered clearly, where it can easily be
seen which credit posting is balancing which debit
posting. The following examples illustrate compliance
with these rules—
Eg Account

Debit

1

110
750

1000

110
750
831

1000

110
120
750
831

1000
200

110
750
120
831

1000

2

3

4
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Credit
1000

OK

800
200

OK

1000
200

Wrong

1000
200
200

OK
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If the option is being used and it is necessary to enter a
Transaction where the correspondence is not clear (i.e.
one which you will not be able save), you will need to
establish correspondence manually using the Corr. field
on flip F of the Transaction screen. Please refer to the
section below describing this screen for full details.
Sort Objects on Transactions
Use this option if you would like the Objects specified in
a Transaction row to be sorted. This will take place
when you have entered them and moved to the next
field.
Calculate Rate Differences
Please refer to the description below of flip E of the
Transaction record for details about this check box.
Enter and Return When pressing the Return or Enter key, you can
determine whether the cursor is to skip over the Object
and Description fields in each row of the Transaction
screen using these check boxes. If so, you can still move
the cursor into those fields using the mouse or the Tab
key if necessary.

VAT Codes
In order to comply with VAT regulations it is necessary to differentiate
between domestic, EU and external trade. To solve this, Hansa makes use of
VAT Codes, whereby any number of VAT Codes with different accounting
specifications can be defined.
VAT Codes can be assigned to Customers, Suppliers and also to individual
Sales and Purchase Accounts. The VAT Codes help Hansa to use the correct
VAT percentage, to control the Nominal Ledger accounting and to provide
VAT statistics. The standard VAT Codes used in the UK are supplied with
the program.
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To edit the VAT Codes, double-click ‘VAT Codes’ in the ‘Settings’ list. The
following window appears—

To edit a VAT Code, simply click in the field to be changed and overtype the
existing entry. To add a new VAT Code record, scroll down to the first blank
line. The information required for each VAT Code record is as follows—
Flip A
Code

Each VAT Code record should be identified by a unique
Code.

Excl %

Specify the percentage to be applied to a figure that
excludes VAT in order to calculate the VAT amount.

Incl %

Specify the percentage to be applied to a figure that
includes VAT in order to calculate the VAT amount.

Outp A/C

Paste Special

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Specify here the VAT Outputs Account to be credited
whenever this VAT Code is used.
In any Nominal Ledger Transaction resulting from
Purchase Invoices from the EU Zone, VAT is debited to
the Input Account of the selected VAT Code and
credited to the Output Account. Therefore, it is
recommended that a dedicated VAT Code be used for
VAT on EU Acquisitions, with an Output Account that
is not used in any other VAT Code.
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O/P A/C

Paste Special

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

This field is only used if the Book Receipt VAT option
on card 1 of the Account Usage S/L setting is on. This
will be the case for users of the Cash VAT scheme in the
UK.
If this field contains a value, the Outp A/C will be
treated as a preliminary VAT Output Account, to be
credited whenever an Invoice is approved. However,
when the Invoice is paid, the VAT is moved from the
Outp A/C to the O/P A/C. This therefore becomes the
final VAT Output Account.
If you are using this feature, don’t forget to alter the
definition of the VAT Report so that it uses this Account
and not the Outp Account.
Inp A/C

Paste Special

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Specify here the VAT Inputs Account to be debited
whenever this VAT Code is used.
I/P A/C

Paste Special

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

This field is only used if the Book Payment VAT option
on card 1 of the Account Usage P/L setting is on. This
will be the case for users in Latvia and for users of the
Cash VAT scheme in the UK.
If this field contains a value, the Inp A/C will be treated
as a preliminary VAT Input Account, to be debited
whenever a Purchase Invoice is approved. However,
when the Purchase Invoice is paid, the VAT is moved
from the Inp A/C to the I/P A/C. This therefore becomes
the final VAT Input Account.
If you are using this feature, don’t forget to alter the
definition of the VAT Report so that it uses this Account
and not the Inp Account.
Description

The description entered here will appear in the ‘Paste
Special’ list, so should be detailed enough to ensure the
correct VAT Code is always chosen.
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Flip B

Tax 1 %, Tax 1 A/C
These two fields will be useful in situations where it is
necessary to apply a second tax such as an
environmental tax to Sales Invoices. The taxable
percentage should be entered to the Tax 1 % field and
the Account to be credited by the tax amount should be
entered in the Tax 1 A/C field, using ‘Paste Special’ if
necessary.
The tax will be applied when entering Quotations,
Orders and Invoices for Customers assigned a VAT
Code record that has been defined as including the extra
tax provision. The tax amount will be calculated from
the transaction total including VAT, and will be shown
in the Tax Sum field on the ‘Del.’ card of the Quotation
and on the ‘Del. Terms’ card of the Order, and in the
Ext. Tax field in the footer area of the Invoice.
Real Sales

Paste Special

Choices of possible entries

The options attached to this field are used for specific
reporting requirements as follows—
-

This option should be chosen when the VAT
Code is to have no special properties.

Exclude from Official Reports
Choose this option if rows with this VAT Code in
Invoices and Purchase Invoices are to be
excluded from the VAT Customer Sales and VAT
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Supplier Purchases reports respectively. These
reports are designed for use in Portugal.
No VAT

This option is used by the Sales Book and
Purchase Book reports, designed for use in
Russia. Please refer to your local Hansa
representative for more information.

Flip C

Outp A/C Corr., Inp A/C Corr.
Paste Special

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

These fields must contain values if you will be using the
VAT Correction feature in the Sales and Purchase
Ledgers. Please refer to the description of this feature
elsewhere in this Volume for details.
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The Transaction Register
In a company, all accounting events are entered as Transactions. Depending
on the nature of the Transaction, this can be done directly to the Transaction
register or remotely from the Sales and Purchase Ledgers or the Stock
module.
In Hansa, you can decide which Transactions are be entered directly and
which are to be created remotely from other Ledgers (or ‘Sub Systems’). This
is done using the Sub Systems setting described earlier in this chapter.
Typically, Transactions representing Sales and Purchase Invoices, Receipts
and Payments will be generated remotely from the Sales and Purchase
Ledgers. Other types of transactions will be entered directly to the
Transaction register: these might include bank transfers, overhead costs,
salaries etc.
Before you start entering Transactions, you must ensure that you have
defined the current financial (accounting) year, using the Fiscal Years setting
in the System module. You should also have defined a basic journal number
series for Transactions using the Number Series - Transactions setting in the
Nominal Ledger.
In the Nominal Ledger, select ‘Transactions’ from the Registers menu, or
click the [Transactions] button in the Master Control panel. The
‘Transactions: Browse’ window is opened, showing a list of Transactions
already entered.

Transactions that have been entered directly to the Transaction register are
shown with their Transaction Numbers preceded by the financial year: the
Transactions numbered 2002.6049 to 2002.6059 in the illustration are
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examples of this. The characters representing the financial year are taken
from the Fiscal Years setting in the System module. Transactions that have
been created from a Sub System are shown with their Transaction Numbers
preceded by a code depending on their nature. In their case, the Transaction
Numbers themselves are determined in the Sub System in which they were
created. For example, Transactions generated from Sales Invoices have a
Transaction Number that is the same as their Invoice Number, and are shown
in the browse window with a prefix of S/INV.

In Hansa you may separate
Transaction Date and Registration
Date. This is particularly important in
relation to your external reporting,
e.g. the VAT reporting, and your
internal accounting, where you may
wish Transactions to go into the
correct month.

!

In the Text column you can see the short explanatory text that was entered for
each Transaction. For those Transactions created from Sub Systems, the Text
column usually shows details of the Customer or Supplier involved and, if
appropriate, the Currency and Exchange Rate used.
As in other lists you may sort the Transactions by the contents of the different
columns. The current sort column is shown with its heading underlined. You
can also scroll the list with the scroll bars. Finally, you can search for a
record by entering a keyword in the field at the bottom left corner. Hansa will
search for the first record matching the keyword in the same column as the
selected sorting order.
There are four things you can do with your Transactions—
•

Enter Transactions

•

Inspect Transactions

•

Make corrections

•

Print the Transactions
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Entering a Transaction
To enter a Transaction, first open the Transaction register using the
‘Transactions’ item on the Registers menu or the [Transactions] button in the
Master Control panel.
Then, click [New] in the Button Bar or use the Ctrl-N (Windows and Linux)
or z-N (Macintosh) keyboard shortcut. Alternatively, highlight a Transaction
similar to the one you want to enter and click [Duplicate] on the Button Bar.
The ‘Transaction: New’ window is opened, empty if you clicked [New] or
containing a duplicate of the highlighted Transaction.

In the following list you will find short descriptions of each of the fields in
the above picture.
Header
No

Paste Special

Select from another Number
Series

Transaction Number. When creating a new Transaction,
Hansa will enter the next unused number from the
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current number sequence (set on the ‘Ser Nos’ card of
the user’s Person record) or from the Number Series Transactions setting. You may change this number, but
not to one that has already been used. If you are working
in a multi-user environment, the Transaction Number is
assigned when the Transaction is saved.
Trans. Date

Paste Special

Current Date

The date of the Transaction does not have to coincide
with the date when the Transaction was recorded. The
last used Transaction Date is offered as a default.
Reference

An optional reference field whose contents are shown in
the ‘Transactions: Browse’ window.

Text

A short description of the Transaction.

Footer
Difference

Any difference between the sums of Debited and
Credited amounts is shown here: the two sums must be
the same before the Transaction can be saved. A
balancing entry shows a zero balance.

Total

These two fields show the sums of Debits and Credits
for this Transaction.

The remainder of the screen contains the rows of the Transaction, where you
should list the postings to the individual Accounts. These must balance (the
debits must equal the credits) before the Transaction can be saved.
The Transaction row matrix is divided into seven horizontal flips. When you
click a flip tab (marked A-G), the two or three right-hand columns of the grid
are replaced.

To add rows to a Transaction, click in any field in the first blank row and
enter appropriate text. To remove a row, click on the row number on the left
of the row and press the Backspace key. To insert a row, click on the row
number where the insertion is to be made and press Return.
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Flip A
Account

Paste Special

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Specify here the Account used by the Transaction row.
You can also enter the Code of an Autotransaction to
this field. Autotransactions are used to automate the
entry of frequently used Transactions, not only reducing
labour but also ensuring the correct Accounts are used
every time. Autotransactions are fully described towards
the beginning of this chapter.
Object

Paste Special

Object register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Up to 20 Objects, separated by commas, can be assigned
to this Transaction row. You might define separate
Objects to represent different departments, cost centres
or product types. This provides a flexible method of
analysis that can be used in Nominal Ledger reports. Full
details can be found in the description of the Object
register in the ‘System Module’ chapter in Volume 1 of
this manual.
You can use a check box in the Transaction Settings
setting to have the cursor skip over this field when you
press Return or Enter if you don’t use Objects.
Description

A default Description is brought in from the Account
record. It can be modified for this Transaction if
necessary. As with Objects, you can have the cursor skip
over this field when you press Return or Enter.

Base 1 Debit, Base 1 Credit
For each row, specify a debit or credit amount. Use
figures in Base Currency 1 as specified in the Base
Currency setting in the System module or in your home
Currency if you are not using the Dual-Base Currency
system. The debits total must equal the credits total
before the Transaction can be saved: each Transaction
must therefore have at least two rows. If you have the
Transaction setting Warn On Unusual Amount switched
on and a particular Account can only have amounts
posted to one side (debit or credit) you will be warned if
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you attempt to post a figure to the other side. Note that
this warning will not be enforced and can be overridden.
V-Cd

Paste Special

VAT Codes setting, Nominal
Ledger

You can mark each row in a Transaction with a VAT
Code. The code may be entered automatically with the
Account number, or manually. No calculation ensues:
the field is for reporting purposes only. Nevertheless,
care should be taken to ensure the correct VAT Code (if
any) is entered, since it will affect the accuracy of your
VAT Return. Please refer to the section later in this
chapter describing the VAT Return report for full
details.

Flips B-D: Multi Currency accounting
If you are using the Dual-Base Currency system, values in Base Currency 2
should be entered on flip B. The Dual-Base system will be useful for
companies that have offices in two countries that need to report in both
Currencies, for companies operating in countries where there is a second
Currency (usually the US Dollar or Euro) in common use in addition to the
national one, and for companies in the Euro zone who retain their old
national Currency for comparison purposes.
If the Transaction is one which uses a simple conversion from a foreign tom
the home Currency, the foreign Currency together with values in that
Currency should be entered on flip C.
All exchange rates are entered on Flip D.
For full details of these features, please refer to the ‘Multi-Currency’ chapter
later in this manual.
In the case of Transactions solely in the home Currency where the Dual-Base
or simple conversion systems are not being used, flips B-D can be ignored.

Flip E
Flip E can be used to pay off Sales and Purchase Invoices. On one row of the
Transaction, specify the Bank Account to be debited (in the case of a Sales
Invoice) or credited (in the case of a Purchase Invoice). On the next line,
specify the Debtor or Creditor Account as appropriate and, on flip E, specify
the Invoice(s) being paid as described below.
Invoices and Purchase Invoices paid off in this manner will no longer be
treated as open, but records in the Receipt or Payment registers will not be
created.
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Budget Sum will also take into account any extra
amounts in the Values column.
If the difference between the Base Value and the Budget
Sum cannot be explained, the probable cause is that the
Budget has a different number of periods (rows in the
grid) to the Budget Key.
3.

When Values have been entered for all rows in the grid, or a Budget Key
has been chosen, select ‘Recalculate’ from the Operations menu and
click [Save] to save, or [Cancel] to cancel.

4.

Repeat steps 1 to 3 to set Budgets for all Account/Object combinations.
Use the [Duplicate] button to assist with the data entry. Only one Budget
record can be saved for each Account/Object/Period combination.

!

For Budget figures to appear in
Nominal Ledger reports for
comparison purposes, at least one
entry with a date must be made to the
grid area of the Budget screen.

5.

Once this has been done, you might want to set an overall Budget for
each Account (i.e. the sum of the separate Budgets for each Object). To
do this, create a new Budget record and enter the Account and Period.
Save the record and then select ‘Calculate Sum from Account-Object
Budget’ from the Operations menu. Hansa will search for all Budgets
featuring the Account with the various Objects that fall in the relevant
Period and calculate an overall Budget by adding them together.

6.

Three reports can be used to compare Budgets and Revised Budgets with
actual figures: the Balance Sheet, the Object/Quantity report (which
provides this analysis separately for each Object/Account combination)
and the Profit & Loss report. These are all described in the ‘Reports’
section later in this chapter.
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Inspecting or Changing Budgets
1.

Open the ‘Budget - Accounts: Browse’ window by selecting ‘Budgets’
from the Registers menu or by clicking the [Budgets] button in the
Master Control panel. Find the Budget record you want to change, using
the Search field if necessary.

2.

Double-click the selected record.
The ‘Budget - Account: Inspect’ window is opened.
Go through the record and change the items as required. When you make
an alteration, the window title will change to ‘Budget - Account:
Update’. When you have finished, remember to select ‘Recalculate’ from
the Operations menu to update the Budget Sum.
You can delete the whole record using the ‘Delete’ function on the
Record menu. Remember that you can not undo a deletion of a record.

Printing Budget Definitions
It is possible to print a list of Budget definitions. Follow these steps—
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1.

Select ‘Reports’ from the File menu or click [Reports] in the Master
Control panel.

2.

Double-click ‘Budget Journal’ in the list.

3.

In the following window, enter the required report period and press
[Run].

4.

A list of Budgets is printed. If you chose the Detailed option, the list will
include all monthly or quarterly totals.
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The Revised Budget Register
With this register, you may define a forecast for your business. The Revised
Budget feature makes it possible to adjust the annual budget, in order to
better evaluate the current operations in the light of changing circumstances.
A forecast can be adjusted at any time, while a Budget should be left
unchanged to document your original expectations.
1.

In the Nominal Ledger, click the [Rev Budgets] button in the Master
Control panel or select ‘Revised Budgets’ from the Registers menu. The
‘Rev Budget - Accounts: Browse’ window is opened.

2.

Select the Revised Budget entry you are interested in and double-click its
row. The record is opened in a new window with the title ‘Rev Budget Account: Inspect’, ready for modification. Alternatively, click [New] to
enter a new record.
In this window you can work in the same way as in the ‘Budget Account: New’ window described in the section entitled ‘The Budget
Register’ above. When you enter your forecast, you key in your
expectations for each Account, just as when you enter Budget data.
Use the % Budget field to make a comparison with the Budget record for
the same Account/Object combination of the same period. Entering “10”
to this field, for example, will add 10% to the Budget figure, while
entering “-10” will subtract 10%. After entering a value to this field,
specify Dates in the grid. These should match those in the Budget record.
Then, select ‘Recalculate’ from the Operations menu to update the
budget figures. If the Dates in the grid do not match those in the Budget
record, the ‘Recalculate’ function will take this into account and
unexpected results may be obtained.
Once this has been done, you might want to set an overall Revised
Budget for each Account (i.e. the sum of the separate Revised Budgets
for each Object). This can be done using the ‘Calculate Sum from
Account-Object Budget’ function on the Operations menu in the same
way as for Budgets.
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3.

Click [Save] to save any changes you have made or [Cancel] to revert to
saved (or to discard the record if you were entering a new one). Close the
window using the close box.

!

For Revised Budget figures to appear
in Nominal Ledger reports for
comparison purposes, at least one
entry with a date must be made to the
grid area of the Revised Budget
screen.

4.

One of three reports can be used to compare Budgets and Revised
Budgets with actual figures: the Balance Sheet, the Object/Quantity
report (which provides this analysis separately for each Object/Account
combination) and the Profit & Loss report.
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The Brought Forward Balances Register
(Opening Balances)
This register holds the opening balances for all Accounts. The register works
in the same way as the Transaction and Simulation registers.
1.

In the Nominal Ledger, select ‘BW Balances’ from the Registers menu
or click the [B/FW Balances] button in the Master Control panel.

2.

Double-click the record you want to work with or click [New].

3.

Enter data as with Transactions. If the Object field is filled, the balances
will be valid for the Object. Check the Simulation box if you want the
Brought Forward Balance to be treated as a simulated transaction: it will
then only appear in reports if the Include Simulations option is checked.

4.

The Base 1 Debit and Credit fields should be used for values in your
home Currency. If you are using the Dual-Base currency conversion
system you should already have defined which Currencies are to be used
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as Base Currencies 1 and 2. Usually, the Euro or Dollar will be used as
Base Currency 2. To record values in Euros or other second Currency,
use the Base 2 Debit and Credit fields on flip B. If you are using the
Dual-Base system because your country is going through the transitional
process whereby its Currency is being replaced by the Euro, you must
enter figures in both Base Currencies because all values must be
expressable in both Currencies (this is an EMU requirement). To record
values in a foreign Currency, use the fields on flip C. All values should
be entered manually: no Currency conversion will take place because
different users will have various methods of converting opening balance
figures.
5.

Click [Save] to save the record.

Check the data by printing the Trial Balance report. The Total Balance on the
last line should show 0.00 in the opening balance column.
For a more detailed description about opening balances and the B/FW
Balances register, please refer to the ‘Starting Work’ chapter in Volume 1 of
these manuals.
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Maintenance
Introduction
Maintenance functions tend to be used to carry out certain updating tasks,
usually involving batch processing and encompassing all or many of the
records in the affected register. There are eight such functions available in the
Nominal Ledger. To use them, select ‘Maintenance’ from the File menu. The
following window appears—

Double-click the chosen option. A specification window will then appear,
where you can decide how the function is to operate. Click [Run] to operate
the function.

Account Balance Transfer
Please refer to the section earlier in this chapter describing the Account
Transfer setting for a description of this function.

Budget, Rev Budget
These functions can be used to delete information from records in the Budget
and Revised Budget registers. Note that they set all amounts to zero: they do
not delete the records themselves. Each function can be applied to all records
in the appropriate register, or all records featuring a specified Object.
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Generate N/L Accrual Transactions
Please refer to the section earlier in this chapter describing the Account
Transfer setting for a description of this function.

Rate Gain/Loss
Please refer to the ‘Multi-Currency’ chapter later in this Volume for full
details of this function.

Revaluation of Base Currency 2
Please refer to the ‘Multi-Currency’ chapter later in this Volume for full
details of this function.

Update Transactions
Please refer to the ‘Multi-Currency’ chapter later in this Volume for full
details of this function.
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Documents
Introduction
The ‘Documents’ function permits the printing in batches of particular
documents or Forms. It is selected using the ‘Documents’ item on the File
menu or by clicking the [Documents] button in the Master Control panel.
On selecting the function, the window illustrated below appears, listing the
documents which can be printed from the Nominal Ledger. Each item in the
list (“Document”) will be printed using a different Form.

To print a document, follow this procedure—
1.

Highlight the appropriate item in the list.

2.

Using the Operations menu, determine the print destination of the
documents. The default is to print to the chosen printer. Other options
available are the Print Queue (see the chapter in Volume 1 entitled
‘Hansa’s Work Area’ for full details of this feature) or Fax (if your
hardware can support this feature).

3.

Double-click the document name or press the Enter key. A specification
window will then appear, where you can determine the information that
is to be included in the printed documents (e.g. which Transactions are to
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be printed). The specification window for each document is described in
detail below.
4.

Click [Run] to print the documents.

5.

Close the ‘Documents’ window using the close box.

To determine which Form is printed by each option in the ‘Documents’
window, follow this procedure (when Hansa is supplied, a sample Form is
attached to each document)—
1.

For each option, design a Form (or change the sample Form supplied to
reflect your own requirements) using the Form register in the System
module. This process is fully described in the chapter in Volume 1
covering the System module.

2.

Change to the Nominal Ledger and open the ‘Documents’ window using
the ‘Documents’ item on the File menu or by clicking the [Documents]
button in the Master Control panel.

3.

Highlight each item in the list and select ‘Define Document’ from the
Operations menu. The subsequent window is used to assign a Form (or
more than one Form) to each document and is fully described in the
‘Documents’ section of the ‘Hansa’s Work Area’ chapter in Volume 1 of
this manual.

4.

For each document, the ‘Define Document’ function only needs be used
once. After this has been done, Form selection will be automatic.

The selection process for each document is described below. In all cases,
leave all the fields in the specification window blank if documents for all the
records in the database are to be printed. If it is necessary to restrict the
number of documents printed, use the fields as described.
Where specified below, it is often possible to report on a selection range,
such as a range of Invoice Numbers. To do this, enter the lowest and highest
values of the range, separated by a colon. For example, to report on
Transactions 001 to 010, enter “001:010” in the Transaction Number field.
Depending on the field, the sort used might be alpha or numeric. In the case
of an alpha sort, a range of 1:2 would also include 100, 10109, etc.
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Transactions, Simulations
These two documents are very similar, and simply provide a printed
document for each transaction.
To print Transactions or Simulations, follow this procedure—
1.

Select ‘Documents’ from the File menu or click the [Documents] button
in the Master Control panel.

2.

Double-click either item in the list as required (the procedure described
below is the same for each).

3.

A window is shown where you can specify which Transactions or
Simulations are to be printed—

4.

Enter the Transaction or Simulation number, or a range of numbers,
separated by a colon (:). When printing Transactions, the Transaction
Number must include the prefix as shown in the ‘Transactions: Browse’
window. To print a Transaction that was entered directly to the Nominal
Ledger, enter, for example, “2002.3” or, for a range, “2002.3:2002.10”.
To print a Transaction that was created from a Sub System, enter, for
example, “S/INV.020003” or “S/INV.020003:S/INV.020010” for a
range.
Enter a period if you need a different one to the default.

5.

Click [Run] to print the documents.

6.

Close the ‘Documents’ list with the close box.
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VAT Report
The VAT Report document can be used to submit your VAT return to the
relevant authority.
The Design of the VAT Report document
The VAT Report document uses a Form with the Form Code of
“VAT_RETURN”. To edit this Form, follow these steps—
1.

Switch to the System module. Click the [Forms] button in the Master
Control panel or select ‘Forms’ from the Registers menu.

2.

The ‘Forms: Browse’ window is opened, listing Forms already entered.
Find the “VAT_RETURN” in the list and double-click.

3.

Select ‘Properties’ from the Operations menu.

Using ‘Paste Special’ from the Document Type field, ensure the Form
has been classified as a VAT Report. This will ensure that, you will only
be able to include appropriate fields in the design. Click the [OK] button
in the dialogue box.
4.
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Change the design of the Form as appropriate. To include fields, click
the [Fields] button and then draw a box on the Form where the field is to
appear. It can be moved or resized later if necessary. The ‘Field’ window
opens. Enter the Field Name: use ‘Paste Special’ to see all available
Field Names for the “VAT Report” Document Type.
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5.

Three fields have been provided to ensure the figures in the document
are the same as those in the VAT Return report. These are shown at the
bottom of the Field ‘Paste Special’ window—

These three fields contain the information that is shown in the VAT
Return report. This is a sample report—

The text in the first column is stored in the VAT Report Code field, that
in the second column is stored in the VAT Report Comment field and
that in the third column is in the VAT Report Value field.
You can include each column in its entirety in your Form design or you
can pick out individual pieces of information. This is done using the
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Field Argument. Entering a number such as 3 (as in the illustration
below) indicates that the field will show the information from the third
row (for the VAT Report Value, 3,137.88 in the report shown above).

If the Field Argument is left blank, the field will show all the values in
the report in a column. Use the Spacing field to prevent the figures being
superimposed on one another. In the case of 10 point Times, a Spacing
of at least 10 points is recommended.
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6.

Click the [OK] button in the dialogue box to save the Field
specifications, and repeat steps 4 and 5 as necessary until the design is
complete.

7.

Click the [Save] button in the Button Bar to save the Form.

8.

Change to the Nominal Ledger and open the ‘Documents’ window using
the ‘Documents’ item on the File menu or by clicking the [Documents]
button in the Master Control panel.

9.

Highlight ‘VAT Report’ in the list and select ‘Define Document’ from
the Operations menu. Ensure that “VAT_RETURN” is specified in the
Form field. Click [Save] to save and close this window.
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Printing the VAT Report document
1.

Select ‘Documents’ from the File menu or click the [Documents] button
in the Master Control panel.

2.

Double-click ‘VAT Report’ in the list.

3.

Specify the period to be covered in the document. Enter an Object Code
if you wish to produce a VAT Report for a particular department, using
‘Paste Special’ if necessary.

4.

Click [Run] to print the document.

5.

Close the ‘Documents’ list with the close box.

Tax Report
Please refer to the section earlier in this chapter describing the Tax Reports
setting for a description of this document.
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Reports
Introduction
As with all modules, to print a report in the Nominal Ledger, select ‘Reports’
from the File menu or click [Reports] in the Master Control panel. The
keyboard shortcut Ctrl-R or z-R can also be used. Then, double-click the
appropriate item in the list.
The following reports are available in the Nominal Ledger—

A specification window will then appear, where you can decide what is to be
included in the report. Leave all the fields in this window blank if the report
is to cover all the Transactions in the database. If it is necessary to restrict the
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coverage of the report, use the fields as described individually for each
report.
Where specified below, it is often possible to report on a selection range,
such as a range of Accounts, or a range of Items. To do this, enter the lowest
and highest values of the range, separated by a colon. For example, to report
on Accounts 001 to 010, enter “001:010” in the Account field. Depending on
the field, the sort used might be alpha or numeric. In the case of an alpha sort,
a range of 1:2 would also include 100, 10109, etc.
Using the options at the bottom of the specification window, determine the
print destination of the report (the default is to print to screen). You can
initially print to screen and subsequently send the report to a printer using the
Printer icon. You can also print the report to disk as a text file. This will be
useful if you want to format the report in your house style before printing.
Once you have entered the reporting criteria and have chosen a print
destination, click [Run].
Definition of Nominal Ledger Reports
The appearance and format of some Nominal Ledger reports can be changed
to suit your specific requirements. This is known as changing the report’s
definition. The reports for which this facility is available are the Balance
Sheet, Key Financial Ratios, Profit & Loss Report and VAT Report.
To change a report definition, first select ‘Settings’ from the File menu and
double-click ‘Report Settings’ in the subsequent list. Then, highlight a report
name in the list on the left-hand side of the ‘Report Settings’ window and
click the [Definition] button. The subsequent definitions window is described
in the section covering the particular report below.

!

If you have modified the standard
Chart of Accounts or imported your
own, you must change the Nominal
Ledger report definitions accordingly.

Drill-down
Hansa has a unique drill-down feature in some of the reports when they are
printed to screen. For example, when you have a Profit & Loss statement on
the screen, you may click on any of the Account numbers in the report.
Subject to you having the necessary access rights, the Nominal Ledger report
for the same Account and period is then opened in a separate window, listing
the Transactions that contribute to the account balance on the P&L statement.
If you then click on one of the Transaction Numbers in the Nominal Ledger
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report, the Transaction record will open, showing all the details recorded for
the event. This example is illustrated below—

Text with the drill-down feature is shown underlined in a screen report.
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The Operations Menu

When a report window is active on the screen, the Operations menu is
available. The ‘Recalculate’ command will immediately cause the
recalculation of the report, including all changes made in any Transactions,
Budget records etc. since the report was last calculated. The ‘Reopen Report
Specification’ command on the same menu can be used to update the report
using different reporting criteria.

A/C Reconciliation
This report will most commonly be used to aid the task of bank
reconciliation, which is done using the Account Reconciliation register. The
report is a list of Transaction rows (i.e. individual account postings) for the
report period, showing for each the Account, Transaction Number and Date,
Amount in either Base Currency (as selected), Amount in foreign Currency
(where appropriate) and whether it has been reconciled.
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Period

Paste Special

Reporting Periods setting,
System module

All Transaction rows whose date falls in the period
entered here will be included in the report. The default
value is the first period in the Reporting Periods setting.
Accounts

Paste Special

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Range Reporting

Alpha

Use this field to limit the report to Transaction rows
posting to a certain Account, or range of Accounts.
Usually you will need to specify your Bank Account(s)
or other reconcilable Account here, otherwise the report
will be much longer than necessary.
Objects

Paste Special

Object register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Specify an Object to list only those Transaction rows
featuring that Object in the report. If you enter a number
of Objects separated by commas, only those Transaction
rows featuring all the Objects listed will be shown.
Balance Date

Paste Special

Current Date

Two totals are shown for each Account: the total
reconciled during the report period and the total
reconciled before a certain date. Specify that date here.
Recon. Code, Exclude with Code
If you want to list reconciled Transaction rows with a
particular Recon. Code (entered on flip D of the A/C
Reconciliation screen), enter that Recon. Code here. To
list all reconciled Transaction rows except those with a
particular Recon. Code, check the Exclude With Code
box as well.
This field and check box have no effect if you are only
listing unreconciled Transaction rows.
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Reconciled

Check this box to include reconciled Transaction rows in
the report.

Unreconciled

Check this box to include unreconciled Transaction rows
in the report. At least one of the Reconciled and
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Unreconciled boxes must be checked or the report will
be blank.
Values in

If you are using the Dual-Base system, values in this
report can be shown in either Base Currency. Use these
options to choose which Currency is to be used on this
occasion.
If you are not using the Dual-Base system, use the Base
Currency 1 option to produce a report in your home
Currency.

Print

You can choose to show Object Codes or Comments in
the report. If the Comment option is chosen, the
Description from the Transaction row is shown together
with the Text from the Transaction header.

Analytical Balance
This report is similar to the Trial Balance, but with the addition of debit and
credit balances for each Account. The paper printout in addition shows the
accumulated balances for the financial year.
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Period

Paste Special

Reporting Periods setting,
System module

Enter the period to be covered by the report. The default
value is the first period in the Reporting Periods setting.
Accounts

Paste Special

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Range Reporting

Alpha

Limit the report to a single Account, or range of
Accounts.
Object

Paste Special

Object register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Enter an Object here if you want the balances in the
report to be calculated from Transactions with that
Object only. If you enter a number of Objects separated
by commas, balances will only be calculated from those
Transactions featuring all the Objects listed.
Fwd Bal Date

Specify here the date for which the Forward Balances
are to be calculated. The default is the first date of the
period specified for the report.

Sub A/C Length

This field is used together with the Sub A/C Totals
check box. Please refer to the description of that check
box below for details.

Object Type

Paste Special

Object Types setting, Nominal
Ledger

Enter an Object Type here if you want the balances in
the report to be calculated from Transactions with
Objects belonging to a certain Object Type only.
Show Objects

Usually the report shows total debit and credit balances
for each Account. Check this box if you would like
subtotal balances for each Object to be shown as well.

Groups Only

With this option on, the report will only show subtotals
for groups of Accounts, grouped using the first digit of
the Account Code. If the option is off, balances for each
Account are shown together with the group subtotals.

List Transactions With this box checked, the Transaction Numbers of all
Transactions that fall within the reporting period,
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together with debit and credit totals, will be listed at the
bottom of the report.
Sub A/C Totals

This option takes the group totalling described for the
Groups Only check box above a stage further. It displays
subtotals for groups of Accounts with the same initial
digits. The number of initial digits that are the same is
entered to the Sub A/C Length field above. For example,
if the Sub A/C Length is 3, the balances for Accounts
4011, 4012 and 4014 will be shown as a subtotal. The
single-digit group total (for Accounts starting with 4 in
the example) will be shown as well.

Don’t print Groups
By default, the report lists balances for each Account
together with the group subtotals (subtotals of balances
of Accounts with the same initial digit). If you don't
want to print the group subtotals, check this box.
Don’t print Header
Check this box if you want the report to be printed
without a header.
Opening Statement
This box can only be used together with the With Group
Accounts option described below. This combination
produces a report showing Balance Sheet Accounts only.
For Fiscal Purposes
This option prints the figures without the thousands
separator (i.e. 1,000.00 is printed as 1000.00). This
format is required by the fiscal authorities in Portugal.
Cut Account Names
This option prints abbreviated versions of each Account
Name.
Values in

If you are using the Dual-Base system, values in this
report can be shown in either Base Currency. Use these
options to choose which Currency is to be used on this
occasion.
If you are not using the Dual-Base system, use the Base
Currency 1 option to produce a report in your home
Currency.
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Include Simulations
Choose one of these options if you want to include
simulated transactions in the report. If you choose the
All option, Simulation rows of “Invalid” or
“Transferred” Status will not be included.
Presentation
Standard

Two versions of this report can be produced—
This version of the report shows standard
Accounts only.

With Group Accounts
This version of the report is designed for use in
Portugal. It includes the hierarchical report
headings (together with subtotals) defined using
the Group Account check box on the Account
screen. Please refer to the description of this
check box in the section covering the Account
register in the ‘System Module’ chapter in
Volume 1 of these manuals for full details.
If the Opening Statement box above is checked,
the report will show Balance Sheet Accounts
only.

Analytical Balance (Fiscal Purposes)
This report as the same as the Analytical Balance with the For Fiscal
Purposes option selected. Please refer to the description of the Analytical
Balance above for full details.
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Balance Sheet
The Balance Sheet shows the assets, liabilities and capital of the company at
a given point in time. You can use the Balance Sheet model supplied with
Hansa, or you can define your own, possibly editing the standard definition to
suit your needs.
Setting up a Balance Sheet
You can define the structure of the Balance Sheet to suit your requirements.
The following example illustrates the set-up process.
To change the report definition of the Balance Sheet, first select ‘Settings’
from the File menu and double-click ‘Report Settings’ in the subsequent list.
Then, highlight ‘Balance Sheet’ in the list on the left-hand side of the ‘Report
Settings’ window and click the [Definition] button. The ‘Definition of
Balance Sheet: Browse’ window is opened.

The window shows the Balance Sheet row by row, as it has been presented
up to now. The rows are numbered 10, 50, etc., so there is room to insert new
rows in between.
Double-click the first row, “10: Fixed Assets”.
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The ‘Definition of Balance Sheet: Inspect’ window is opened, showing the
current definition of the row.
The number identifies the row in the Balance Sheet, and the Text “Fixed
Assets” is printed as a heading for a group of Accounts when the report is
sent to the screen or to the printer.

In the Accounts field a sequence of Account numbers has been entered. An
alpha sort is used so, in the example illustration above, “600:69999”
effectively means that all Accounts whose first digit is “6” are to be used.
Of the four Type options, “Accounts” has been selected to indicate that each
of the Accounts in the number interval will be presented individually. After
the last Account in the group, a total for the group will be printed.
The Account Type is “Asset”. The Account Type concept is explained in the
section describing the Account register in the ‘System Module’ chapter in
Volume 1.
The Side and Active/Passive options are described in the ‘Special Features of
the Balance Sheet’ section below.
The table can be used to enter various translations of the Text (i.e. the report
heading or sub-heading). Specify a La nguage in the first column using ‘Paste
Special’ if necessary, and the appropriate translation in the second column.
There is no need to enter a row for your home Language. When printing the
report, you can specify which Language is to be used.
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The Extra Code is used in Russia where the Balance Sheet is printed using a
standard report design that includes line numbers: use this field to specify the
correct line number for this row of the report. The Extra Code only appears
on the report when it is produced using the No Comparison option.
The Accounts field consists of three rows, with room for a definition 300
characters long. As alternatives to specifying a range of Accounts, you can
also specify a number of individual Accounts, or ranges of Accounts,
separated by commas. If a range of Accounts is entered with the highest
number first, the Accounts in that range will be presented in reverse order.
For example, the sequence “605:601,626,651:655” will appear as follows in
the printed report—
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If you click the [Next Record] button (on the left-hand side of the Button
Bar) or select ‘Next’ from the Record menu, the next definition row, number
25, “Cash in Hand & at Bank”, is shown. This definition contains a range of
Accounts — 700 to 739999. This row is of the type “Accounts”, and of the
“Asset” Account Type.

!
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If you move from record to record by
clicking the [Next Record] or
[Previous Record] buttons, remember
that any changes you make will be
saved. If you don’t want to save the
changes, you must use the close box,
or click [Cancel].
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Click forward to number 40, “Total Current Assets”. Here the values of rows
25, 30 and 35 are added together, and the result is shown on line 40 with the
heading “Total Current Assets”. The Type is “Sum” and the Account Type is
still “Asset”.

In this way the Balance Sheet is designed, row by row.
When you have finished with the last row, if you want to save your changes,
click [Save], or else close the window with the close box. Then, close the list
of definitions using the close box once again.
The new Balance Sheet report is now ready to print.

!

Hansa comes with a standard Chart
of Accounts and a set of Report
Definitions. This is a well structured
Chart, with systematic groupings of
Accounts. It is suitable without any
changes for most small or medium
companies, but it is also easily
modified by yourself or your financial
adviser.

If you stay within the structure of the Chart (e.g. avoid putting Liability
Accounts among the Assets!), there is no need to alter the definitions. But
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remember, it is a good idea to print a test Balance Sheet to see if your
definitions produce exactly what you expect.

Inserting a Row in the Balance Sheet
1.

Open the ‘Reports’ list window and highlight ‘Balance Sheet’. Select
‘Define Report’ from the Operations menu. The ‘Definition of Balance
Sheet: Browse’ window is opened.

2.

Click [New] or highlight a row similar to the one you are creating and
click [Duplicate]. An empty form or a copy of the highlighted row is
opened.

3.

Enter the information for the new row. Remember to give the new row a
number that will insert it in the right place in the Balance Sheet. (e.g. if
you want to insert a row between rows 30 and 40, you can use 35.)

4.

Click [Save] and close the window, or click the close box to cancel. You
will be returned to the ‘Definition of Balance Sheet: Browse’ window,
where the new row is shown in its proper place in the list.

Deleting a row from the Balance Sheet
1.

Open the ‘Reports’ list window and highlight ‘Balance Sheet’. Select
‘Define Report’ from the Operations menu. The ‘Definition of Balance
Sheet: Browse’ window is opened.

2.

Double-click the row you want to remove, to show its definition
window.

3.

Select ‘Delete’ from the Record menu. The row is deleted from the
Balance Sheet and the definition for the following row is shown in its
place.

4.

Close the window. You will be returned to the ‘Definition of Balance
Sheet: Browse’ window.

!
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You cannot undo the deletion of a
row in the Balance Sheet.
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Printing a Balance Sheet
Open the ‘Reports’ list window and double-click ‘Balance Sheet’. The
‘Specify Balance Sheet’ window is opened.

Period

Paste Special

Reporting Periods setting,
System module

Enter the period for the Balance Sheet you want to print.
Hansa will suggest the first period in the Reporting
Periods setting as a default.
Header

Specify a title for the report here.

Object

Paste Special

Object register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Enter an Object Code in this field if you want to limit the
report to Transactions with a certain Object. If the field
is empty, all Transactions, with and without Objects, are
included. If you enter a number of Objects separated by
commas, only those Transactions featuring all the
Objects listed will be shown.
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Object Type

Paste Special

Object Types setting, Nominal
Ledger

Enter an Object Type Code in this field if you want to
limit the report to transactions for Objects of a certain
Object Type.
Including Unspecified
Check this box if, for each Account, you want to show a
balance figure for Transactions for Objects of a certain
Object Type and a second balance for all other
Transactions.
Currency

Paste Special

Currency register, System
module

If a Currency is entered here, all amounts in the report
will be converted to the specified Currency using the
Exchange Rate for the Transaction Date.
A foreign Currency should be entered here. To produce a
report with figures in Base Currency 1 or 2, leave this
field blank and choose which Base Currency is to be
used using the Values In options described below.
Language

Paste Special

Languages setting, System
module

The Balance Sheet can be produced in different
Languages: enter the required Language Code here. The
appropriate translation for each Account Name will be
taken from the ‘Texts’ card of the Account record and
for each report heading and sub-heading from the report
definition (see above).
Accounts
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Select how you want the Accounts printed in the report.

All

This option will show all Accounts that have been
included in the Balance Sheet definitions.

Used only

This option will only show Accounts that have
been used. This includes Accounts that have
balances brought forward from a previous period
but that have not been used in the report period.

Groups only

This option does not show balances for individual
Accounts. Instead, it simply shows an overall
balance for each row as entered in the Balance
Sheet definitions.
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Used Groups only This option only shows balances for rows as
entered in the Balance Sheet definitions that have
been used.
Notation

Select the printing format for the values in the Balance
Sheet.

Exact

Shows the balances as stored in the Transactions.

No Decimals

Rounds the balances up or down to the nearest
whole number.

Thousands, Millions
Divide the balances by 1,000 or 1,000,000.
Comparison in % Only valid if Budget or Rev Budget is chosen as
the Comparison option.
Comparison

Choose to compare with Net Change, Budget, Revised
Budget or the previous year.
If you are using the Budget or Revised Budget option,
Budget or Revised Budget records will only be included
in the report if they have at least one entry in the grid
area of the screen complete with date.
The No Comparison option simply shows the balances
brought forward and those for the report period. It is
appropriate for users in Russia where the Balance Sheet
is printed using a standard report design including line
numbers. The line numbers are specified using the Extra
Code field in the Balance Sheet definitions.

Including Simulations
Check this box to include simulated transactions in the
report. Simulation rows of “Invalid” and “Transferred”
Status will not be included.
List Transaction Nos
With this box checked, the Transaction Numbers of all
Transactions that fall within the reporting period,
together with debit and credit totals, will be listed at the
bottom of the report.
No Header

Check this box if you want the report to be printed
without a header.
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Values in

If you are using the Dual-Base system, values in this
report can be shown in either Base Currency. Use these
options to choose which Currency is to be used on this
occasion.
If you are not using the Dual-Base system, use the Base
Currency 1 option to produce a report in your home
Currency.
If a foreign Currency is entered in the Currency field
above, these options will be ignored and the amounts in
the report will be converted to the specified Currency
using the Exchange Rate for the Transaction Date.

When you click [Run], the Balance Sheet is printed as you have specified it.
When printed to screen, the Balance Sheet has Hansa’s Drill-down feature.
Click on the Account Number of any Account in the report to open the
Nominal Ledger Report for the same Account and period. From the Nominal
Ledger report, you can double-click on any Transaction Number to open an
individual Transaction record.
Special Features of the Balance Sheet
This section has no relevance for those companies that practise standard
western accounting conventions.

In the Balance Sheet definition, there are two groups of options which need a
special mention. This design has been made in order to facilitate certain
accounting and reporting requirements in various countries. The easiest way
to explain the usefulness of these facilities is with the help of an example. In
most companies, there are a number of reconciliation or suspense accounts,
either assets or liabilities, which alternately can hold debit or credit balances.
The accounting conventions of some countries only allow “pure” debit or
credit accounts, and when a balance sheet is produced, it becomes necessary
to move individual accounts back and forth between the active or the passive
groups, depending on the current positive or negative balance.
To complicate things even further, in some countries it is customary to
distinguish between four different “states” of a book entry: Debit+, Debit-,
Credit+ and Credit-. In modern western accounting systems, a book entry is
either debit or credit, regardless of the class of the account, i.e. we have a
simple arithmetic definition of balances.
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In those environments where all these special rules are used, the preparation
of balance reports tends to become complicated and labour consuming. These
special functions of Hansa allow the far-reaching automation of many of
these routine tasks. This is how it works.
Let us start with the following Nominal Ledger report, showing the actual
debit and credit balances for two Accounts.
Account 702 - Bank Current Account 2—

Account 703 - Bank Current Account 3—

Account no. 703 is defined as an asset, and currently has a balance in credit.
Total Debits during the period is 15, and total Credits 1000. Account no. 702
has a normal debit balance, but on this account two negative values have
been entered, one in debit and one in credit. If the Accounts are used in a
report definition in the normal way, with the buttons Side:Normal and
Active/Passive:Normal selected, the balance of Account no 703 will be
shown as a negative asset value.
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With the buttons Side:Debit and Active/Passive:Only Debit options selected,
the debit column total for Account 702 will be shown, because the Account
balance is in debit—

With Side:Credit and Active/Passive:Only Credit selected, the balances from
both the Accounts’ credit columns will be shown, because both are negative.

With Side:Credit and Active/Passive:Only Debit selected, nothing will be
shown, because the credit column of Account 702 has a positive value, and
703 has a overall debit balance.
With Side:Debit and Active/Passive:Only Credit selected, once again nothing
will be shown.
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The combination Side:Credit and Active/Passive:Normal shows the credit
column balances for both Accounts—

Budget Journal
This report lists the records in the Budget register.

Account

Paste Special

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Range Reporting

Alpha

Specify the Account or range of Accounts for which
Budgets are to be printed.
Period

Paste Special

Reporting Periods setting,
System module

Enter the start and end date of the period whose Budgets
are to be shown in the report. The first record in the
Reporting Periods setting is used as a default.
All Budgets that are relevant to the report period will be
listed in the report. For example, if the report period is
June 1st to June 30th, Budgets starting or ending in June
will be included, and Budgets starting before June and
ending after June will also be shown.
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Object

Paste Special

Object register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

To list Budgets with a particular Object, enter that
Object here.
Function

Use these options to determine the level of detail to be
included in the report.

Overview

This option gives a report with one line per
Budget, showing Account Number and Name,
Object, Start and End Date and Sum.

Detailed

In addition to the information shown in the
Overview, this option also lists the monthly or
quarterly totals in each Budget.

Base Currency Rate Change
Please refer to the ‘Multi-Currency’ chapter elsewhere in this Volume for full
details of this report.

Correction List
The Correction List lists the Transactions that fall in the specified period that
have been corrected (using the ‘Correction Mark’ function) or updated (using
the ‘Update Mark’ function). You cannot change the definition of this report.
When printed to screen, the Correction List has Hansa’s Drill-down feature.
Click on any Transaction Number in the report to open an individual
Transaction record.
Double-clicking ‘Correction List’ in the ‘Reports’ list opens the following
window—
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Period

Paste Special

Reporting Periods setting,
System module

Enter the report period in the format 01-02-02:28-02-02.
If you are using four-digit years as in the illustration, the
leading digits will be inserted automatically. If your
report period is a single day, just enter the date once and
this will be converted to a period format automatically.
The first row of the Reporting Periods setting is used as
a default value.
From Reg. Date

This is the registration date (the entry date), not the
Transaction Date.

All Transactions

By default, this report only shows corrected or updated
Transactions that fall within the report period. If you
would like to list all Transactions, perhaps to gain an
impression of the proportion that have been changed,
check this box.

Click [Run] to print the Correction List.

Corresponding Accounts
This report shows how each Account posting in the selected period has been
balanced. For example, where an Account has been used on the credit side of
a Transaction, this report will show the Account(s) used on the debit side,
with amounts posted. The balancing Accounts are termed ‘Corresponding
Accounts’.
In complex transactions, where, for example, the first two lines are debit
Accounts and there are then several credit lines, correspondence is
established manually using the Corr field of each Transaction row.
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Period

Paste Special

Reporting Periods setting,
System module

Specify the period to be covered by the report.
Main Accounts

Paste Special

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Range Reporting

Alpha

Specify here the Accounts whose correspondence you
wish to analyse.
Corr. Accounts

Paste Special

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Range Reporting

Alpha

Use this field if you are only interested in viewing
specific corresponding Accounts.
Balances Only

With this box checked, for each main Account, each
corresponding Account is listed on a single row, with, as
appropriate, debit and credit balances for the report
period. With the box not checked, for each main
Account, all Transactions for each corresponding
Account are shown individually.

List Transaction Nos
With this box checked, the Transaction Numbers of all
Transactions that fall within the reporting period,
together with debit and credit totals, will be listed at the
bottom of the report.

Creditors Account Report
This report satisfies a specific requirement of users in Russia. Please refer to
your Hansa representative for more details.

Currency A/C Rate Change
Please refer to the ‘Multi-Currency’ chapter elsewhere in this Volume for full
details of this report.
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Daily Balances
This report provides daily debit, credit and overall balances for all used
Accounts.

Period

Paste Special

Reporting Periods setting,
System module

Specify the period to be covered by the report. To obtain
balances for a particular day, simply enter the date.
If a report period of greater than one day is entered, for
each Account individual daily balances are shown only
for those days on which the Account was used.
Account

Paste Special

Account register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Range Reporting

Alpha

Specify the Account or range of Accounts whose
balances are to be shown in the report.
Balance for Object as well
Paste Special

Object register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

If you need to show for each Account a balance for a
particular Object as well, specify that Object here. If you
enter a number of Objects separated by commas, a single
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balance for Transactions featuring all the Objects listed
will be shown.
Show Transactions in Period
With this box checked, the Transaction Numbers of each
Transaction that falls within the reporting period,
together with debit and credit totals, will be listed at the
bottom of the report.
Values in

If you are using the Dual-Base system, values in this
report can be shown in either Base Currency. Use these
options to choose which Currency is to be used on this
occasion.
If you are not using the Dual-Base system, use the Base
Currency 1 option to produce a report in your home
Currency.

Debtors Account Report
This report satisfies a specific requirement of users in Russia. Please refer to
your Hansa representative for more details.

Forward Balance Journal
This report lists the records in the Brought Forward Balance register.
For each record, the report shows the Serial Number, Date, Object and
Description. The individual debit and credit postings to each Account are
listed, together with the Currencies of the balances.
When printed to screen, the Forward Balance Journal has Hansa’s Drill-down
feature. Click on any serial number in the report to open an individual
Brought Forward Balance record.
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Number

Range Reporting

Numeric

Enter a Serial Number or a range of Numbers to show
particular Brought Forward Balance records, or leave
blank to include all such records.
Period

Paste Special

Reporting Periods setting,
System module

Enter the start and end date of the period whose Brought
Forward Balance records are to be shown in the report.
The first record in the Reporting Periods setting is used
as a default.
Object

Paste Special

Object register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

To list Budgets with a particular Object, enter that
Object here.
Include Simulations
Check this box if you would like to include in the report
Brought Forward Balance records whose Simulation
boxes have been checked. These records will be marked
as Simulations in the report.
Show in

If you are using the Dual-Base system, values in this
report can be shown in either Base Currency. Use these
options to choose which Currency is to be used on this
occasion.
If you are not using the Dual-Base system, use the Base
Currency 1 option to produce a report in your home
Currency.
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Key Financial Ratios
When a company, its situation and prospects are evaluated, the Key Financial
Ratios report is a useful tool.
Hansa allows you to create your own Key Ratios, to improve the analysis.
Examples might be sales per sq. ft. for retail outlets, or the relation between
salaries and debited time for consultants. Some Key Ratios are used in other
reports: the Turnover % option in the Profit & Loss report requires that there
be a Key Ratio defining ‘turnover’, for example.
Defining Key Ratios
1.

To change the report definition of the Key Financial Ratios report, first
select ‘Settings’ from the File menu and double-click ‘Report Settings’
in the subsequent list. Then highlight ‘Key Financial Ratios’ in the list
on the left-hand side of the ‘Report Settings’ window and click the
[Definition] button. The ‘Definition of Key Financial Ratios: Inspect’
window is opened.

2.

Enter the definitions for your Key Ratios.
The following illustration shows a sample list of defined Ratios. In this
list, all the functions available for use in defining Key Ratios are
illustrated.

The fields on the screen are as follows—
Row
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Each Ratio is defined on its own numbered row in this
window.
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Code

A unique code identifying each Key Ratio: this can be
used to refer to the Key Ratio when calculating others
(see the illustration).

Comment

The name of the Ratio, to be shown on the report.

Definition

The formula used to calculate the value of this Key
Ratio.

Several commands are available for use by formulae in the Definition field.
They are not case sensitive.
RESULT(Account Code)
This command returns the net change during the period
for the Account specified in the brackets. Some
examples of the use of this command are as follows—
RESULT(100)

Returns the net change in Account 100 for the
specified period.

RESULT(100:1999)
Returns the sum of the net changes in Accounts
100 to 1999 for the specified period. The
Accounts used are determined using an alpha
sort, rather than a numeric one. Thus Account
1000001 will be included in the example range,
while Account 200 will not.
-RESULT(100:1999)
As the previous example, but the sign of the final
figure is changed. This is useful when displaying
figures for sales, which are stored as negative
figures in Hansa. Prefixing the RESULT
command with a minus sign will cause sales to be
displayed as positive figures in the report.
RESULT(100+120:1999)
Takes the net change in Account 100 and adds it
to the sum of the net changes in Accounts 120 to
1999.
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BALANCE(Account Code)
This command returns the closing balance for the
Account specified. It therefore differs from the RESULT
command in that balances brought forward from
previous periods are taken into account.
The command can return the sum of the balances of
specified Accounts in the same manner as the RESULT
command: please refer to the description of the RESULT
command above for examples.
KEY(Code)

The value of another Key Ratio can be included in the
calculation. The Key Ratio referred to must already have
been defined. If not, a zero value is used. Therefore, in
the example illustration, the GPP line must appear below
the GP and TURNO lines.
Note that although the KEY command itself is not case
sensitive, the reference to another Key Ratio is. Thus, in
the example illustration, key(TURNO) and
KEY(TURNO) are relevant, but key(turno) is not.

VATRESULT(VAT Code, Account Code)
This command is similar to RESULT, but in calculating
the net change during the period for the Account
specified, only postings with the specified VAT Code
are taken into account.
The reference to the VAT Code is not case sensitive.
The command can return the sum of the balances of
specified Accounts in the same manner as the RESULT
command: please refer to the description of the RESULT
command above for examples.
VATBALANCE(VAT Code, Account Code)
This command returns the closing balance for the
Account specified, with only Transactions with the
specified VAT Code taken into account. It therefore
differs from the VATRESULT command in that
balances brought forward from previous periods are
taken into account.
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VATCREDRESULT(VAT Code, Account Code)
This command returns the total credit posting to the
Account specified during the period, taking only
transactions with the specified VAT Code into account.
VATDEBRESULT(VAT Code, Account Code)
This command returns the total debit posting to the
Account specified during the period, taking only
transactions with the specified VAT Code into account.
APDUE(Number of days)
This command returns the total in the Purchase Ledger
that is overdue for payment by the specified number of
days. The last day of the report period is used as the due
date. For example, APDUE(20) will return the total that
became due 20 days or more before the end of the report
period (i.e. that was overdue by at least 20 days on the
last day of the period). A number must be specified: use
APDUE(0) if the total is to include all overdue Purchase
Invoices.
ARDUE(Number of days)
This command is the Sales Ledger equivalent of APDUE
above.
3.

When you have finished defining Key Ratios, click [Save]. You are
returned to the ‘Reports’ list window.

The illustration of the Key Ratio definitions shows examples of the various
methods of calculating a Key Ratio. There are a few things to remember.
As the calculation uses Hansa’s internal values, balances on e.g. sales
Accounts will be shown as negatives, since they normally are in credit. You
solve this simply by reversing the sign for all such calculations: an example
of this is in Key Ratio No. 1 in the illustration. The examples also show how
to group different Accounts.
The value of a well-structured Chart of Accounts is easily noticed here. If all
income related Accounts are found in a consecutive series, summing them all
up becomes simple.
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Printing the Key Financial Ratios report
Open the ‘Reports’ list window and double-click ‘Key Financial Ratios’. The
‘Specify Key Ratios’ window is opened.

Period

Paste Special

Reporting Periods setting,
System module

Enter the report period, in the format “01-02-02:28-0202”. If you are using four-digit years as in the
illustration, the leading digits will be inserted
automatically. If your report period is a single day, just
enter the date once and this will be converted to a period
format automatically. The first row of the Reporting
Periods setting is the default value.
Object

Paste Special

Object register, Nominal
Ledger/System module

Enter the Object (if any) for which you want to calculate
Key Ratios.
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Keys

If you do not want to show all Key Ratios in the report,
specify here which ones are to be included. If specifying
more than one, they should be separated by commas
(e.g. “TURNO,CR,EMP”).

Header

Specify a title for the report here.
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Display Values in Paste Special

Currency register, System
module

Specify the Currency that is to be used in the report.
Leave the field empty to use the home Currency (Base
Currency 1).
Including Simulations
Check this box if you want to include simulated
transactions in your report. Simulation rows of “Invalid”
and “Transferred” Status will not be included.
No Header

Check this box if you want the report to be printed
without a header.

Click [Run] to calculate the Key Ratios.

Liquidity Forecast
This report presents a forecast of all actual and future payments to and from
the firm during a specified period. The forecast is based on the Due Dates of
Purchase and Sales Invoices. Also included are any records in the Simulation
register affecting the Cash and Bank Accounts specified in the Payment
Mode setting in the Sales and Purchase Ledgers. These simulated transactions
would be entered in advance to reflect payments that do not occur in the
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Sales and Purchase Ledgers, thus rendering this report more accurate. Such
Simulations can easily be converted to Transactions at the appropriate time
using the ‘Transactions’ function on the Operations menu of the
‘Simulations: Browse’ window. If you have the Cheques module, you can
also take Cheques and Own Cheques into account.
When printed to screen, this report has Hansa’s drill-down feature. Click on
any Transaction Number in the report to open the Transaction. Invoices will
be shown in the ‘Invoice: Inspect’ window, Purchase Invoices in the
‘Purchase Invoice: Inspect’ window.
Double-clicking ‘Liquidity Forecast’ in the ‘Reports’ list opens the following
window—

Period

Paste Special

Reporting Periods setting,
System module

Enter the report period, in the format “01-02-02:28-0202”. If you are using four-digit years as in the
illustration, the leading digits will be inserted
automatically. If your report period is a single day, just
enter the date once and this will be converted to a period
format automatically. The first row of the Reporting
Periods setting is the default value.
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